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Ail Over New Mexico

Republican Roosters
Are Crowing.
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TURE OVER DEMOCRATS.- -:

FEAR OF TROUBLE.
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The bppoBitloa against it wan
directed by wise and patriotic New NATIVE STATE HONORS HIM AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY ROYAL FAMILY NOT
AFRAID NEW
Mexicans ,who believed they wero advising the voters in the best interests
of the new state when they advocat BRONZE LIKENESS OF WARTIME WILL THUS BE ABLE TO SEPR EMPEROR AND EMPRESS DOWA- BOTH
ATE DIFERFENT ALLIED EN
ed that their ballots be cast against .PRESIDENT STANDS IN KEN-i- t
TO
GER RESIDING IN PALACE IN
TUCKY CAPITOL
,' TERPRISES IN ORDERLY WAY
PERFECT
SAFETY.
' ' With the exception of East Las Ve--

LATE REPORTS INDICATE

LANDSLIDE OF BALLOTS
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WILSON ADDRESSES THRONG CIGAR STORES NOT AFFECTED FIGHTING IN THE PROVINCES COMMISSION
WINS OUT
" '
.
publican etate and county ticket. It
,
is estimated that Bursum will receive SPEAKS OF THE
TO MANY CITIES VDOPT THIS PLAN
SWEETNcJ- ,- AND COURT, SAYS IT WILL NOT BE REBELS ARE CONTINUING
a majorit here of at least 809 votes.
I Kt
ACT
HOLD
THEIR
AND
mdrii
VANTAGE
irt r a
itv
A
ABLE "TO DISSOLVE THIS ;
The county and legislative ticket ran
INTEND
TO
PERSEVERE.
TIVE'S CHARACTER
AT THE POLL8.
GRASPING TRUST
slightly ahead of the candidate for
governor. All of the candidates on
Peking, Nov; 8. The situation in
the county ticket of the republican . Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 8. While the
Election returns from various states
New Tork, Nov.
8. The
United
party are practically sure of election president of the United States and a States circuit court handed down a the capital was practically unaltered today clear up some of the uncei.
although the name ot Fidel Ortiz, large assemblage, Including many of decision here today approving the tonight. No evidence of the revolu tainty apparent in the last reports of
candidate for county commissioner those who wore the gray in the con plan of dissolution of the American tionary movement is yet visible. The last night. Jn Massachusetts Gov
from the first district, was scratched flict between the north and the south Tobacco company with modifications. emperor, the dowager empress and ernor Eugene N. Foss, democrat will
on a large number of ballots and his looked on, an heroic bronze statue The court In Its decision says provi-- l others of the court, according to the be head of the state for another year.
opponent, Atanacio Sena, is said to of Abraham ' Lincoln, was unveiled la sion should be made In carrying out foreign board, are still at the winter but he will, as in the past, be sur
' rounded by republican state officials.
be running a good race for the of- - the oapitol building here today.
the plan for keeping intact the books palace and do not intend to depart.
In Maryland the returns are comlns
nee. Dr. M. F, Des Marals, present . "Proof of a reunited
country," said and records of the American Tobacco
in
of
Rumors
Massacres
slowly. At 9 o'clock the election
of schools, Governor Wjllson of Kentucky in o company and its present constituents
county superintendent
Tien Tain, NoV. . 8. It is rumored of Phillips Lee Goldsborough, repubwas a republican candidate forjtepting thestatue on behalf of the and branches so that
they shall be
that grave disorders lican, aa governor, was apparent.
was reported this after- - state, "is made evident in the selec-- available and subject to legislation persistently
out at Peking last night, that There were reversals from the rayuV
broke
Elected Members of Legislature as Well
noon as, running somewhat behind tion of Henry Watterson, a confed- - t the same extent as at
present, In
llcan to the democratic party In Ken
the rest of the county ticket but with rate soldier, to formally present this suits for accounting and other exist parta of the suburbs were burned and
Ticket
of
the
Blue
Republican
County
tucky and Ohio, in the former state
massacres
some
occurred.
tliat
'
art excellent chance of election by a Image of the great president to the ing litigation.
were given to
ttujoritles
Ballot Lost in This County But Is Thought
practically
comfortable majority. Eats this sf- people of his native etata The great- Judge Coxe in his opinion says:
Protected
Rights
Foreigner'
with
about
ternoon,
thelDess
of
and
"I
the goodness, the nobility
approve the proposed plan not
Jaiues Bennett (McCreary was elected
to Have Carried
By Large flajority
Shang Hal, Nov. 8 -- Fighting at
the sweetness of Abraham Lin - because I think it Is perfect but be
county precincts heard from, the
governor by over 30,000. The legis
morn9
o'clocK
this
at
publican ticket was running about (coin are recognized as earnestly by cause it is the beat plan obtainable.' Nanking began
lature will have a democratic ma
The Manchua'are strongly en
400 votes ahead
of the democratic those who wore the gray as by t'fiose
Judge LA.com be say in his opinion ing.
jority of probably 85, sufficient to fie
which
on
trenched
com;
Hill,
Purple
I who wore
candidates.
cure the election. to the.United Stau
the blue."
that the 29 individual defendants in
tnands the city, and unless they grow senate of
'
In Precinct 29, which includes the
.
the 'statue
Mr. Wa.t- - tills suit shall not increase their con
Congressman Ollie Jamej.
:
and voluntarily surrenThe vote by counties from an estimate made from incomplete
,
trol over any of the corporations now disheartened
cky of East Las Vegas, the Blue Bal- - terson' said
f Municipal elections In Ohio resulted
to
be
believed
returns is as follows:
in the election of George J. Karb,
lot amendment was defeated by one I Tomorrow there will assemble in a in the combination for three years. der, their position la
Democratic Majorities.
vote. When the ballots were counted little clearing of the wildwood of Ken. Ha also says the court has no power impregnable.
democrat, as mayor ot Columbus.
Republican Majorities.
The military government today ls- - Democratic mayors In Cincinnati and
Bernalillo
1,000. j Colfax,
50
It was discovered that the vote was as I tucky a goodly company.
It will em- - to grant the request that the United
200
Dona Ana
225
Grant
follows: For the amendment, 392; J brace the gxe&tesf and the best of our Cigar Stores : conrpany stock be sold puetl a proclamation , calling on all Cleveland also were elected.
to Join, in the life and death strug
Two states, New York and New
150 y Guadalupe
150
Lincoln
against the amendment, 393. In this time and land ;,Thr jv'ident and the and distributed.
a
thA population, pt JersejV replaced deuKhj-a7.'.'V'".v.
150
gle andi'exhoi-Ungassemblies
Otero
v. . ...Y- 150
McRinley
precinct there was an enormous vest chief justice and the rest will gather
"200 ij (Mora
the lower provinces to refrain from with republican, New York electing an
.'.".....V.. ...'. 250
Quay.
pocket vote. There was also much about a lowly cabin, whose unhewn
'
100 j
Socorro .'.
disorders and to regard the rights of assembly that will have a republican
....... ..250
Sierra
The, Judges and iclerks logs like the sierred battlem'ents of
scratching.
WOO jj Rio Arriba
...
850
,
..'
Chaves
were still engaged in counting the bal- - Elsinore gave prelude to the swelling RAILROAD CUTS OFF
foreigners.
majority greater than the' present
1.000 jj San Miguel ... .
....... 750
The proclamation further promises democratic majority in the lower
lots late this afternoon.1; They estl-- act of a theme yet more Imperial, to
Eddy...
250 jj Santa Fe
350
mated that McDonald's majority In I consecrate a shrine. Of him that was TOWN'S WATER SUPPLY the abolition of many taxes hitherto branch of the legislature. The repubLuna
:
600
850
Sandoval
.
imposed by "he five millions of the licans will hold the assembly by upthis precinct would be in the neigh-- 1 born there the final earthly word was
Roosevelt
450 jj Taos . .
Nomadic tribe which 200 yeara ago wards of 50, as against the present
In Precinct 29 there spoken long ago; butiMother of God,
'.. 275
borhood of 200.
Curry
250
200 jj Torrance
were 793 votes cast Of this number I shall that throng pass down the hill-- SOUTHERN PACIFIC HA8 TAKEN was supported by the liver and brain democratic majority; of 24.
San Juan
In New York; City the republicans.
jj
of four Ihundred million descendants
300
there were 274 straight democratic side and away without looking into
THIS MEANS OF PUNISHING
Union...
;,
v
generally speaking, had the best of ,it
jj Valencia
of Han."
and 191 straight republican. There I the Heaven above in unutterable love
ARIZONA STRIKERS
...1,400
ManChin-F'
II
has requested the presence Tammany retained its grip on
were 149 scratched republican tickets and homage with the thought of a
,
hattan
and
Bronx
lost
the
but
it
Rear
and 166 scratched democratic tickets, spirit there which knew In this world
Total
6,550
..5,400
Total
Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 8. Striking of an American warship and
Brooklyn and the control of the board
of
the
commander
ana
Admiral
of
and
.
Murdock,
Bursum's majority v
1,150
aaught
power
splendor
railroad shopmen at Gila, Ariz., are
of aldermen.
FIVE JURORS SEATED.
fame; whose sad lot it was to live and facing a Southern Pacific order that American astatic squadron, who is
In New Jersey, which has a demo
Los Angeles, Nov. 8. Five final jur-- die In obscurity, struggle, almost in all water be cut off from their homes here, probably will comply.
cratic
assembly and a republican sen
news
ors were sworn today in the McNa- penury and squalor; whose tragic fate and that they be forbidden to get
The situation at Peking, the
the
ate,
republicans will have control
mara trial, but two men were soon it was after she had lain half a life
ac- of which Is being widely circulated of both houses.
A democratic govThe republican party in New Mex- ran BOmewhat behind the rest of the excused. The three remaining are time in her humble, unmarked grave, drinking water from water cars,
a strong Impression ernor
E. has created
W.
from
to
officers
state
were" elected
and
evtelegrams
cording
ticket.
and
ico has carried the governor
A wireless
Robert Bain, carpenter; Byron Lisk, to be pursued by the deepest, darkest Stewart, a union labor official there, among the reformers.
in Mississippi and a republican exLas
of
Romero
Vegas,
to
Secundino
ticket
state
of
the
member
ery
mill owner, and F. D. Green, orange calumny that can attach itself to
to the Tucson branch of the Federal message from the German vessel at ecutive in Rhode Island. Governor
of
of woman; the hapless, the
victory by a majority of 1,000 and republican candidate for secretary
grower.
convention of Shopmen.
BurAccording Hankow reports that the imperialists Pothier defeated Louis A. Waterman,
upwards. A safe majority of both state, ran about 3,000 ahead of
Salesman William F. Clark was exNancy Hanks?
Tal Chow, democratic nominee.
order
to
the
the
already here are' losing heart.
candidate
W.
retelegram,
sum while F.
Clancy,
houses of the legislature will be
No falser, fouler story ever gained
cused for ill health and Sam Menden-hnl- l
75
southwest
of
Po, surmiles
Ning
adhas gone into effect, creating a se
whose father died recently, was currency than that which impeachop
publican. The large majority of the for attorney general, ran 5,000 in
to the revolutionists today
rendered
strikers
for
the
rious
,,to
Union Labor Wins.
problem
county officers and district officers vance of the head of the republican excused upon showing to the court the character of the mother of Abrawithout resistance.
,
on
des
Gila
situated
Nov. 8. Final re
the
solve
as
is
San
Francisco,
The
ticket.
'lia1: bis mother, now ill, probably ham Lincoln. It had never any foundaof the state will be republican.
wells there are
turns from the municipal election held
two
and
ert
the
only
on
the
tion
fact
known
etate
his
service
whatsoever.
not
would
Fourth judicial district gives the resurvive
Every
Early today the republican
COTTON IN FACTORIES
here yesterday show that' Charles M.
owned by the railroad and produce
publican candidates a majority of central committee was almost ready jury. Nine more men were drafted flatly contradicts it. Every aspect of
Nov. 8. With 9,088,-17- Fickert, incumbent, who successfully
Washington,
usa
domestic
for
water
unfit
the
examinaand
alevidence
a
it
and
their
circumstantial
box
hundred
Ir.to
to
the
fourteen
stamps
close
to concede a democratic victory
jury
bales of cotton' of the growth of opposed Francis J. Heney for the ofIt ig said that the railroad for 20
whole county ticket of this county is though it asserted that the supreme tion was undertaken by attorneys for preposterous He.
1911
ginned prior to November 1, as fice of district attorney two years ago,
It was a period of heroic achieve- years has followed the custom of
elected by majorities ranging from court, the attorney general and the James B. McNamara, the defendant.
announced
today by the' census bu- was elected over Ralph M. Hathorn
and
to
Gila
water
carrying'
drinking
ment tempered by religious fervor. It
800 to 1,000.
commissioner of public lands would
the
reau,
promised
by a vote of 35,072 toj33,467. Fickert
was a pious,
Time Given to File Briefs.
neighbor- allowing the residents there the free
Notwithstanding the use of an im- be republican.
This estimate was
be- was supported
fast
season
is
of
this
cotton
crop
by Union labor and op
men and use of it
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 8. Twenty hood of simple
mense slush fund sent In from out- made from the returns from numermade ready for the manufac- posed by the
Municipal
ing
Indiwas
women.
unknown.
the
were
Debauchery
granted today by
side sources, notwithstanding the ous city precincts. When the coun- days
Conference which endorse Hathorn.
turer. ,
of Double-livinINCREASED
PRODUCTION
was
court
the
Thomas
for
anaCOPPER
filing
impossible.
supreme
and
malicious
disgraceful campaign try vote began coming in the tide of
The amount ginned to November 1 Frederick 'Eggers defeaed Thomas
New YorTc, Nov. 8. The statement
In the appeal of the Interna- Lincoln and Nancy Hanks, as I have
.
waged against the head of the repub- victory surged toward the republican briefs
exceeds
by 1,777,000 bales tha-- 'gin- Finn, for sheriff, 35,152 to 32,726.
the standards and before midnight to- tional Association of Bridge and Struc- shown, came of good people. Histor- of the Copper Producers association
lican ticket, notwithstanding
Sixteen out of the 18 supervisors
of ically, it would not matter who were for October shows a decrease
in ned in 1908, the previous record. It
most bare faced bribery and corrup- night It Is believed that complete re- tural Iron Workers from an order
elected
were endorsed by the Muto
the
than
is
also
ginnin;
greater
the criminal the parents of Abraham Lincoln any slocks on hand of almost 5,900,000
tion of voters by democratic heelers, turns! will show a victory for Bursum Judge J. T. Markey, of
which supported
Conference,
nicipal
about
14
November
of
being
to
any
year,
matters
whom
he
more
over
that
than
it
court
this
of
county, turning
pounds compared with the previous
the grand old republican party has and the republican state ticket by a
the
for
of James M.
mayor
Mo
candidacy
more
than
ginned
the federal grand jury certain books the English monorch Is proud to eall month. Production increased by 2,- - 200,000 bales
over Mayor IP. H.
again triumphed, The Blue, Ballot majority of from 8,000 to 10,000.
Roiph,
record
the
a
was
1904,
in
year.
but
it
date
his
that
of
association.
the
bastard,
progenitor
666,492 pounds, domestic deliveries
amendment has carrM by a substanat the recent primary.
Guadalupe and Mora counties have
offends the soul of a brave and just increased from 57.311,584 to 64,068,- - This would indicate that the, crop McCarthy
tial majority, but with, a republican gone republican by good sized majo
manhood, it should arouse in the heart 307 and foreign demand from! 50, was at least two weeks earlier in maINCREASE OF WAGES.
Commission Form Wins.
legislature and a republican governor rities. This Insures the eleotion of
of every true woman a sense of wrong
to 60,084,349 pounds, making turing and reaching the gins.
Kansas City, Nov. 8. Commission
the good citizens of New Mexico David J. Leahy and Charles W. G
Washington, Nov, 8. An increase in that so much as a shadow should rest 824,011
total
the
of
Calcualtion
year's i
on deliveries for the
form of government won in two cities
need have no fear of amendments to Ward, candidates for judge and dis wages approximating 6 per cent, (re- upon the memory of the little cabin a total increase
based ott the, ginning reports. west of
crop,
of
16,017,061
pounds.
montbj
the
and
the
ihe Missouri river in yesterhours
will
duced
that
sharing
constitution
deprive
working
the
trict attorney, respectively, for the
in which Nancy Lincoln gave to the
would
be,"moro day's election; namely, Chanute and
John D. Ryan, president of the therefore, probably
been
of
sum
have
and
a
of
$75,000
prevent
their
of
lump
The
rights
republl
district
In
Fourth judicial
people
clean,
world an immortal son, born
Copper company, suc- accurate if figured on the November Manhattan, Kansas, while a third, Sac
;capital from assisting in the devel- can county and district candidates for granted to the Baltimore & Ohio and unchallenged wedlock, nor thought of Amalgamated H.
Urban
ceeds
Broughton, former 14 reports of other years. In previous ramento, Cal., appears to have voted
opment of the resources of this the senate and house of represents! the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern taint or shame anywhere.
as a mem record years about 70 per cent ot the for the change. To date this mattes
of
that
An
company,
president
agreement
'splendid new state.
tives also will be seated as they have railway telegraphers.
Let no one of those that gather ber of
reached
committee
executive
cf total crop has been ginned to that 154 cities and towns now nder either
the
with the men through
In spite of discouraging returns re- triumphed over fheir democratic riv was
there go thence without a heart salute
date and a1 rough estimate of this direct commission form or some modiassociation.
the
the
Erdman
under
mediation
act,
the
producers'
ceived yesterday evening and until als by good sized majorities.
to the gentle spirit; of Nancy Hanks
at a fied style of than system. Of this
i of
year's crop might be placed
Judge Knapp of the commerce
beinto tile late hours of last night it is
The Blue Ballot amendment to the court and Labor Commissioner Neil. Lincoln, that maybe, somewhere
million bales, number 139 have direct commission
of
fourteen
minimum,
apparent, from the reports received constitution, which is calculated to
yond the stars among the angels of
Commercial expert estimates, how form without modification.
ACCUSED OF MURDER.
H. O. Bursum make that document more easy of
the choir invisible, will look upon the
late this afternoon-tha- t
ever, range up to more than fifteen
8.
Nov.
Mrs. Louise
Chicago,
scene, serene and safe at last in the
has been elected governor over his amendment, was carried throughout
million bales.
"American" Pnry Defeated.
accused
of
KILLS WIFE WITH HATCHET.
Policeman
God!
poisoning
and
her
bosom of her Father
Salt Lake City, Nov. 8. By the land
The November crop report of the
democratic adversary, W. C McDon- the state by a big majority. Despite
San Francisco, Nov. 8. John Edlove-lif- e
Lincoln Bissonette became seriously 111 in jail
of
the
of
His
story
tbe warning of thet press of Nev ward Cooper, a lathing contractor, atof agriculture, Issued to slide which yesterday overturned
ald, by a majority of 1,150 votes. The Mexico
and his relation with Joshua Fy this afternoon. She was stricken with department
the advice-othe
republi- tached his wife with a hatchet, in
and
"American" pnrt--- : rule In Salt 'Lake
as
follows:
is
nausea
severe
was
a
and
it
feared day
Speed, an uncle of the donor of this
entire, republican state ticket was can party the voters favored the
Production 17,051,000 City, the Citizen
Buckwheat:
numerous guards she
In
of
his
'that
and
killed
then
party
spite
sleep,
early
today
elected as well as a big majority of amendment. The Blue Ballot amend- himself with a razor; - lirs.
is
again had attempted to end her life bushels. Acre yield 21.3 bushels.
i
Cooper
the first state" legislature. Bnrsum ment was not opposed as a party is-- dying.
by poisoning.
(Continued on Page ".'mir)
(Continued on Page Five)
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TOLSTOY'S

STORY ABOUT

Gul-me-

LOVE
GRUESOME
TRAGEDY BY
CREATES
SIAN' AUTHOR
FURORE IN VIENNA
Paris,-

Nov.

8.

"Le Cadavre

ideal, loving not her, but her love for
him.
The crowning touch of interest in
The Cadavre Vivant" is the fact
that he is taken from real llTe. The
original, a minor official named
lived in Mobcow 15 years ago
rith his young wife. Given over to
debauchery, he pretended suicide and
liberated his wife, who married the
'man she loved. Guimer through his
excesses sank so low that it was the
fdead man" himself wha extorted
money from the couple he had
brought together. He ended by de
nouncing them to the police. Guimer
and his wife were condemned to prl
son. '
The Judge of the court told the
story to Tolstoy. Later, according to
Minsky, Guimer visited Tolstoy and
confessed the entire truth.

RUS
A

VI v- -

ant" (the Living Corpse), the drama
ol the dead Tolstoy, which Is arousing all Russia, Is, for far different
reasons; the current excitement of
the French capital.
Produced at two theatres in Mos
cow and the Imperial Theatre In St
Petersburg simultaneously. It was re
ceived with such a furore that Vlen It's the

r,

.

RED
Red

Blood

that

Corpuscle

na promptly followed Buit Thus far,
Proper Food Makes.
however, the French theatrical world
An Ohio woman says Grape-Nut- s
has refused to handle the grim study food gave her good red blood and re
of love and marriage which, in the stored the roses of youth to a comwords of one director, offers so little plexion that had been muddy and
of the atmosphere familiar in French blotchy. ' She says:
life. In spite of such a typically Pari-slo- n
"'For 10 years I had stomach trouble
hesitation the demand for the which produced a breaking out on my
piece has been so great that the face. .The doctors gave it a long Latin
French translation of M. Mlnsky, a name, but their medicines failed to
Russian writer of renown, has been cure it. Along with this I had fre
put on the market and Is selling by quent headaches, nervousness and
,
the thousand.
usually pain In my stomach after
Side by side with "The Kreutzer meals.
"I got disgusted with the drugs,
Sonata," this later work of the great
Russian indicates a modification of stopped them and coffee off short, and
his views on sex pathology, while it quit eating everything ( but fruit and
with Postum for my table
shows and increased contempt for Grape-Nutbeverage.
the insincerities of convention. The
'The headaches, stomach trouble,
entire sympathy of his gruesome
nervous ;weakness disappeared
and
tragedy is thrown with the derelict,
at onoe the cause and the victim almost like magic, which showed that
It is as If the when the cause was removed and
of the catastrophe.
drink used nature was
been heard good food and
has
cry of the human
to
help.
ready
above the sterner ideals of the rugMy blood was purified and my com
As is usual, Tolstoy
ged reformer.
became like a young girl's
plexion
supplies no relief to the darkness of while my weight was Increased from
as
his picture and the study of love
90 to 120 pounds in a few months
intensified egotism that he presents is
good, solid firm flesh, where it used to
atlhrlll with horror.
be soft and flabby.
"Le Cadavre Vivant" Is Fedor
and
'I recommended Grape-Nut- s
known as Fedia, who, in order Postum to one of my friends, who was
to afford his wife liberty to marry afflicted as I had been. She followed
the man she has unconsciously loved my advice anL in a short time was
while maintaining her conjugal faith restored to complete health and in
to her unfaithful husband, affects to about 8 months her weight Increased
commit suicide. Months afterward, from 100 to 148 pounds.
Our ' doctor, observing the effect
penniless and besotted, iFedia con
fides to a companion In a low resort of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum in our case,
the Btory of his supposed death and declared, the other day, that he would
his wife's remarriage.
Having first hereafter prescribe these food prod
Name given by
contemplated the reality, he lacked ucts for gastritis."
the courage at the crucial moment Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book, "The Road to
and had simply died to his old world
in pkgs," "There's a rea- Wellvllle,"
an.
Fedia ia overheard by
outcast,
who urges him as the living sorpse
Ever read the above letter? A new
to levy blackmail on those whose in
terest it is to keep him dead. Re- oie appears from time to time. They
velation might mean Siberia, if col arj genuine, true, and full of human
,
lusion were suspected. Fedia refus- - irerest
ruffian'
summons
ses and the
the poPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Thie ipoor drunkard Is thrown
lice.
Tour druggist will refund money if
from
Into Jail, his secret dragged
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
him, and In the judge's chambers be case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
meets his wife, Iisa, and Karenine,
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
the man' she has married.
The interrogatory had apparently
M. E. CONFERENCE
condemned both until the wretched
Statesville, N. C, Nov. 8. Nearly
Fejdia's avowafl clears Karenine in 400 ministers
and lay delegates
the eyes of the law. When he learns gathered here today for the annual
that the minimum sentence of the Western North Carolina conference
court must be the dissolution of Lisa's or tne M. ju. cnurcn, eoum.
ine ses
second marriage Fedia contrives to sions will last five or six days-ansecure a pistol through one of his old will be
presided over by Bishop Hoss
associates and' kills himself at the of Oklahoma. The ministerial assignfeet of the woman he has injured.
ments for the year will not be anThe outlines of the story, which nounced until the first of next week.
points to a marvellous however misguided sacrifice, are" merely the sur-facsuggestions of the unhappy
Date
drama. The Fedia whom Tolstoy
A
New
loves
he
when
Lisa
marries
Way of Using Dates
paints
her, but feeling in her the subtle By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking Sclioot Magazine
certainty of her love for Karenine,
The value of dates as a food is hardly
which she has never confessed to
are wholesome,
appreciated.
herself, he is first repelled, then nutritious, and They
when used in K C Date
'
of
Instead
indifferent.
make
a recipe that is
gradually
Muffins,
by the entire family.
seeking to win her anew he gives
himself to excesses, pursues both wo
men and wine and ends by leaving
him home. He becomes enamored of
a young dancing girl and consorts
with the troupe of gypsies to which
she belongs.
Lisa, regarding Karenine only
her oldest, and dearest friend, sends
K C Dale Muffins '
him to bring back Fedia at whatever
d
cup sugar;
cup butter;
cost, Karenine, a man of scrupulous IfgS! H cup milk; 2 cups four; 3 level
honor, uses every effort, but fails to teaspoonjuls K C Baking Powder;
in his mission. Thereupon Lisa con teaspoonful sail; scant i pound dates.
butter, add the sugar and
sents to divorce and they brig Fedia theCream the
egg, beaten light. Sift together
It is here that three time9, the flour, baking' powder
. to begin proceedings.
Fedia revolts. He has been content and salt; add these to the first mixture,
to obliterate himself, but he cannot alternately with the milk; beat
and add the dates, stoned
face the lies and the mud of a di thoroughly
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
vorce court. He tries death, but his slow oven until the muffins double in
hand is nerveless, and it is at this bulk, then increase heat to bake and
quickly. Muffins baked this way
moment that Macha, the dancing girl brown
will be light, appetizing and more
find him. She renounces all others easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetizfor him and bids him feign the sui
recipes found in the K C Cook's
cide which shall effect the happiness ing
'
Book.
of Lisa while he departs with her to
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
take up a new life. .
substantially bound and printed in nine
tested and easily-mad- e
If ia in his relations with Macha that colors, contains ninety
by Mrs. Janet McKenae
Fedia reveals the depth of the egot Hill, ofrecipes
the world famous Boston CookIsm which he calls his love. As Lisa ing School Magazine.
You can secure a copy FREE by sendin her conventional virtue has been
colored certificate packed in
false, so Macha, giving her all and ing the
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
must
In
his
in
return,
asking nothing
JaqueS Mfg Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
He therefore
eyes be kept pure.
80
maintains the dancing girl as1 his plainly.
s,
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DISSERTATION Oil ECZEDA
SPENDING MONEY
WISELY
A DISCIPLE

OF MOLLY, HAS SOME
GOOD ADVICE TO OFFER TO'
YOUNG FOLK.

I wish some of the Mr. and Mrs.
and the young house
Newlyweds,
wives In particular who complain that
It is so bard to live within an

in-

come, could have heard a conversation I was lucky enough to hear a day
or two ago. It was a talk between a
very fine old gentleman and a very

dear old lady who had hJd by a comfortable nest egg, and had done it by
practicing certain honely, pioneer
economies that don't seem to be much
in fashion these days. As nearly as I
can I am going to reproduce that talk
for the benefit of such Newlyweds and
the others as care to read It.
"As. I was saying to Molly." the old
gentleman said to me when I came In
and after we had passed the time of
day; "as I was saying to Molly, there's
one thing folks are paying for these
days that they don't take into the account. They are paying for having a
lot of things done for them that Molly
and I used to do for ourselves.
"Take Jimmy's; case, (Jimmy was
the son of these old people). "Jimmy
gets a salary that he calls small, and
I suppose it is, but it would have made
me feel like a rich uncle to Vander- bile when Molly and I started out
Buf what makes it small? Well,
Jimmy's wife sits at the telephone
and calls up the grocer and she orders
her meat and apples and things In
stead of going after them. And may
be an automobile brings the stuff and
if It isn't 'the best' it goes back. And
then it's cooked by somebody besides
Sally herself."
'But, my dear, you know Sally isn't
very strong," the old lady interrupted.
"I'm not saying anything against
Sally," the old gentleman said. "But
you weren't a blacksmith yourself,
Molly; and you didn't have a tele
phone and you went to market yourself, and you weren't afraid to cook
yes, and you nursed Jimmy yourself
And I've
and the other children.
got my opinion that doing those
things helped your strength."
At my request, being a Mrs. Newly-we- d
myself, "Molly" told of some of
their early experiences with the cost
of living.
"Well, my dear," she said, "Charles
and I had some different schooling
from what most of you young people
now have ; and we brought those leS'
sons to Kansas City when we came
here. Charles was one of the flourish
ing young men of our little town. He
had a great big salary of $50 a month
Think of it! Fifty large, iron dollars,
he used to say to me with pride," and
the old lady laughed, thinking prob
ably Jimmy's "small" salary of this
later generation.
"Those $50 made us mighty comfortable, and we laid some of it by.
But of course we didn't eat sirloin and
porterhouse steak ; and, as Charles
has said, I didn't order things. Usually
in winter time we'd have a half pig
hanging up, in the place Charles had
rigged up, and if I do say it myself
I made all parts of that pig good to
eat. The round steaks we bought
of the butcher were good, too at
least, we didn't think of porterhouses
and tenderloins. We raised our own
chickens and of course had a garden,
and usually I did my own work. Oh,
yes, of course we kept a cow."
At that point I interrupted. "But if
I kept a cow or raised chickens in
Kansas City," I said, "my landlord
would put me off the place, and maybe I would be arrested."
The old gentleman started to reply
but 'gave way to Molly.
"My dear," she said, "I know that
you in the city cannot have the simple
way of living in the city that we used
to have in the country. Charles and I
found that out even when Kansas City
wasn't anything like as big as it is
now. We keep house now and I know
that try as hard as you wllL It isn't
an easy to live on a little in the city
as it used to be in the country. But
for all that Charles is right a big
factor in the cost of living, is the price
of having a great deal done foi you
that you can do for yourself. Certainly you cannot 'raise, your own
meat,' aa folks in the country can do,
but you can eat it as folks in the
country do who don't Just eat the
tenderloin and throw the rest away.
You can buy it as we people In the
little town used to do; and you can
cook it as we'used to do."
"Molly's right," said the old gentleman, "and as I was saying to Molly "
He said a good deal more to Molly
that was sensible and suggestive. For
it was along the lines of doing things
for one's self and sticking to simple,
wholesome standards of living. And
while both the old gentleman and the
old lady recognized fully that there
were industrial and business complexi
.
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THE NEW FALL DRESS GOODS, SILKS AND
TRIMMINGS ARE HERE

FRiTEETHIIIG
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Watery Festers Dried in Scabs.
Would Dig and Scratch Her Face.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment and Was Cured.
"When my little girl was about eight
months old, she won taken with a very
came on
irritating breakingherout, whichneck
and

face,
back. When she first
came down with it, it
came in little watery-lik- e
festers under her
eyes, and on her chin,
then after a few days
it would dry down in
scaly, white scabs. In
the daytime she was
quite worrysome and
would dig and scratch
her face nearly all the
time.
"I consulted our
physician and found
she was suffering from
eczema, which he said
nam a ffVim hpr fcAAtT .
I
tkn nii.tmpnt H xrave ma
Then I
and without any relief at all. and
purwrote for a book on Cuticura,
Ointand
Cuticura
Soap
chased some
ment at the drugstore. I did as I found
and
directions in the Cuticura Booklet,
when she was one year old, she was
is three years
entirely oured. Now ahashe
has never
and four months, and
eczema
since she
with
been troubled
was cured by the Cuticura Soap and
(Signed) Mrs.
Cuticura Ointment." Lewis
St.. SyraFreeman Craver, 311
i
1911.
cuse, N. Y., May 6,
are sold
Ointment
and
Cuticura Soap
world, but to those who
throughout theusual
remedies and found
have tried the
who have lost faith,
them wanting,
. v. .. .nand
i
i:Kak,1
. r a" of each.7
. . ..nmn
Ill tsvoi y buiug,
book on the skin, will be sent
with 32-on application w
post-fre"s
fc Chem. Corp., Dept. 2A, Boston, Mass.
h-

1
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ties about the living problem of this
day, they did make it clear that we
housewives could Individually do a
good deal that most of us don't do to
make a dollar go as far as it used to
go in "the good old days." A Disciple
of Molly, in Kansas City Star.
CASCARETS

8, 1911

Splendid AWrerfation of the Latest Patterns and Colors
.
Especially Designed for Correct Autumn Wear.
A

The woman who makes it a point to' be well posted on all matters

admire
pertaining: to fashion developments will find much to see and
in Auamong this varied assortment of the newest weaves and shades
tumn's choicest silks and dress goods.
From America's as well as from the foremost foreign looms we have
assembled for your selection the best productions of the most dependable
as to style or quality or price we've
mills. You can't go wrong-herchosen too careful!' and from too reliable sources to permit of any possi'
bility of mistake or dissatisfaction.
And, what we have said about the new silks and dress goods applies
with equal force to our dress trimming stock. Samples of any sent on

request.

.

mm

dm

x

Choose now while everything is in
your favor from the standpoint
of variety, quality and price.

'
'

Newest Silk Waist Patterns

50 inch Cream White Storm
Serge of excellent quality and finish, extremely
for
popular
suits and dresses, per yard
$1.50
66 Inch Reversible Suitings in
exclusive patterns and newest color combinations, per
pat--

trn

the

in

Jewel, Roman stripe and fancy
clusive patterns

effects,
.

crushed
all

ex-

$4.50 to $6.00

Exclusive Silk dress patterns in one and two col
or effects, either plain or fancy $12.50 to $14.50

$9.00 to $13.50

inch French Batiste In all the new and desirable evening shades, also staple colors,
per
86

Crepe de Chine' in white, black and
ideal for fancy waists and evening wear

50c

yard

colors,

$1,25

INSURE
CLEANLINESS

INSIDE

The millions of Cascaret users never
Have Headache, Constipation,
Biliousness or Stick
Stomach.
It is more necessary that you keep
your Bowels, Liver ana Stomach
clean, pure and fresh thau it is to
keep the sewers and dra'.nage of a
large city free from obstruction
Are you keeping clean inside with
Cascarets or merely forclug a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This
is important.
Cascarets immeditely cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested-&D- d
fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
system the decomposes waste matter
and
and poison in the intestines
bowels.
No odds how badly and vpset you
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight
en you out by morning. They work
box from
while you sleep. A
your druggist will keep your entire
family feeling good for months. Don't
forget the children their little ia
sides need a good, gentle cleansing,
too.
10-ce-

TO TAKE UP BEATTIE'S CASE
Richmond, Va., Nov. 8 The su

preme court , of appeals of Virginia
which convened for its autumn ses
sion today is expected to take up
next week the appeal in the case of
Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., the young
man now under sentence of death
for the murder of his wife. Should
a write of error be allowed it is proaable that Beattie's second trial will
be set for the January term.
FOUNDERS' DAY '
"
South Hadley, tyass., Nov. 8.
Founder's day at Mount Holyoke college was observed oday with the
Presiusual interesting exercises.
dent Faunce of Brown University delivered the principal address.
"

ESTABLISHED

'

FOOTBALL
-

NOTES.

i

f

FOR

ALCOHOLISM

Devore, of the Army team, twisted"
his knee badly In the Lehigh game.
The Carlisle Indians will find their
toughest games of the year when they
meet Harvard and Brown.
West Point, besides having beaten
Yale, stands as the only big team in
the East tha' has not been scored on
this fall.

HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE
WORLD AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
We of alcoholic poison and fender the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
any
kind whatsoever. It is administered

GET YOUR MONEY BACK
If This Medicine Does not Satisfactorily Benefit You.
Practicing physicians making a specialty of stomach troubles are really
responsible for the1 formula from
which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are
made. We have simply profited by
the experience of experts.
Our experience with Rexall Dyspep
sia Tablets leada us to believe them
to be an excellent remedy for the relief of acute indigestion and chronic
Their ingredients are
dyspepsia,
soothing and healing to the inflamed
membranes of the stomach. They are
rich in pepsin, one of the greatest digestive aids known to medicine. The
relief they afford is almost immediate. Their use with persistency and
regularity for a short time helps to
bring about a cessation of the pains
caused by stomach disorders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets aid to Insure healthy appetite, aid digestion,
and promote nutrition. As evidence of
our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets, we ask you to try them at our
risk. If they do not give you entire
satisfaction, we will return you the
money you paid us for them, without
question or formality. They come in
three sizes, prices 25 cents, 50 cents,
and $1.00. Remember,, you can obtain
The Rexall
them only at our store
Store. E. G. Murphey.

BROTHERS RIDE GOAT
Palmyra, 111., Nov. 8. An event believed to be without precedent in the
history of Freemasonry was furnished at a special communication of the
Masonic order here today, when the
degree of Master Mason was conferGUILD OF ST. BARNABAS
red on seven brothers. The brothers
Chicago, Nov. 8. The Guild of St
are Albert, Morris, Robert, Charles,
nurses of the
James Edward and William Ross, all Barnabas, composed of
Canada and several
United
States,
farmers, living near Palmyra,
other countries, assembled in Chiannual
cago today for ts twenty-fiftcouncil meeting.
SEVEN

THE NEAL TREATMENT

WITHOUT

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The 'man's health is decidedly Improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially
adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and lull information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal

Cure

Three-Da- y

Call or Write

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second Street

Phone 321

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

There is Only One

"Bromo Quinine'
That is

V;

LzuzBtiwB J3sonth Quihiho
IN
USEO THE WORLD OVER TO CORE A COLD

Alwavs rememher f )io -full- a.Mu.v.
noma
j

for this signature on every box.
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$100 Reward,

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

"I am pleased to recommend ChamCough Remedy as the best
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Colo., "We have used it repeatedly
and it has never failed to give relief.'
For sale by all druggists.

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE berlain's
NO OPIATG'3

NO NARCOTICS

'

FOLEY'S HONEY akq TAR
GOMPOUSD
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
Red Cross Drug Co.

0.

G.

6CHAEFER

"I do not "believe there is any other
medicine so good for whooping cough
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
writes Mrs. Francis Turpin, Junction
City, Ore. This remedy Is also
for colds and croup. For
sale by all druggists.

$100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the pa
tient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing
its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars

for any case

that it fails to cure. Send
tor list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

.

Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
,
stipation.

con-

Some men are so small that evea
a three' for 5 cigar Is too big for
them.

The man who can talk without saying anything is the, one 'who shines
in society.
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ence against dust distributers.
But
v.'fcen one adds to this the host of
e
other
dlsasea, catarrhal,
tonsillar, bronchial, influenzal, pneumonic, rheumatic, cutaneous, the need
for efficient public service In remedying and removing the evil becomes
intensely imperative and the deman-inexorable for right desults.
In a recent number of The Journal
of the American Medical Association, Dr. H. S. Anders, of Philadel-ph'a- ,
discussesthis problem at lenptl'
and relates the eHorti made in Philadelphia to suppress this evil, betters
were sent to the mayors of Baltimore, Buffalo,
(EnBirmingham
gland), Berlin (Germany), Budapest
(Hungary), Cleveland, Denver, D
troit, Dublin (Ireland), Leipslc
London (England), Minnea-lioliNew Orleans, NewYork, Pans
(France), St. Louis, Stutter-- . (Germany), Toronto (Canada), Vienna,
(Austria), and Washington, D. C. a
summary of the replies sLows:
1. In a majority of the cities wheie
lesults were satisfactory, the principal cleaning was done at night, or
completed before 6 o'cljck in the
morning.
2. Thorough
tireceded
sprinlt.ii
sweeping. Sprinkling wis also done
two to four times daily in dry
weather to lay prevalent

DUST THE CUBE

dust-born-

OF SEHIOUS

DISEASES
REGARDED

BY

MOST PEOPLE AS
DENOUNCED
BY CITY PHYSICIANS

HARMLESS BUT

Irritating, infecting dust, contaminating the city atmosphere is the most
prominent factor in the production of
Citj dlseaseg. : This dust menace and
nuisance

ia preventable,

not only in

(Ger-mamy-

the streets, but likewise in our living and work places, in bouses, cars,

stores, factories, shops, offices, stations, theaters and churches. At present there Is a vicious circle. Street
dust Is blown, swept and tracked into habitations, to be swept back into
the streets again. Much house-dus- t
4
pollution would be avoided if the oriwere removed or
ginal street-dus- t
. allayed.
This was recognized by Benjamin
Tranklin, whose many talentsanil
rare common sense are as well
known as his courageous patriotism
and eminent pnblio service. Tha dust
dust evil was a seriously annoylns
3.. Flushing wagons of fi'iphin?
problem to him as a citizen If not as from curb to euro jvith sns'j is- the
a sanitarjan; to him dust was at meth6d used in prefs.'euv to spri.ikleast noisomely offensive if not in- Hnnr and machine s.vnj'rt.i in the
fective. '
hest cleaned cities
AS long ago as 1870,
4.
Tlchbome
Hand sweepi w; by l.lorkn-.cand Tyndall showed that most of the
time is always preceded by netparticles of fine dust suspended In ting with a hand sp : iiiitv
c5ty atmosphere are composed of or6. Piles of dirt are imn.'dlate'v
ganic matter, and bacteriology has removed vhile wet or d:im? In coverBince shown that the invisible part ed wagons.
of visible dust is the dangerous ele-6. Last, but by no 'Miu ieas., Is
ment thai calls for a determined the dustless opert'ioa of dust and
movement for the suppression" and d;rt removal by i'umi.iiila vacuum
removal of the menace everywhere.
on the principle of
This applies mainly to cities.
vacuum housecleanlng ich'iti is r.'w
Country road dust is composed rapidly, taking the place of the old
g
broom and feather
principally of groundup rock and is a dirty,
comparatively clean dirt, irrtatin;?, duster. In one hour as much surface
hut relatively harmless. Municipal can be actually cleaned as was im
dust represents the accumulation of perfectly gone over with dusty acsweep- debris of various kinds, animal and companiments by horse-drawof
six
in
hours.
era
as
dried
such
sputum
vegetable,
It is a hopeful sign of the awakenhuman origin, horse and dog droppings and slobberings, dead and dis- ing of the public to demands for civic
integrated Insects, scattered garbage cleanliness, that officialdom is beand house sweepings, loaded vehicle ginning to respond in a readier
of its duty and responsibility
losses, smoke and soot in short,
mainly an organic combination which in safeguarding the public health and
in warm, wet weather,
is Beething incidentally safeguarding respect for
To
and government.
with rottenness; and in dry weather law, order
is mostly blown into our houses, nos- avoid an insurrection of the citizenes, and clothing by gusty winds, or ship,' there must needs be a resurrecsucked up as noxious, stifling clouds tion of statesmanship.
'
by motor cars white they speed an 1
SECOND GUNNESS CASE.
are
cars
while
running
they
trolley
.
In the trial
Norfolk, Va., Nov.
or braking for a stop.
To the average pedestrian, dust is of Mrs. Minnie L. Murdock and
Merklo, whose case came up
hardly more than an annoyance. It Charles
here" today, developments
court
in
to
to
the
educate
public
is necessary
the dangers of dust; to Bhow that it may come to light to show the case a
of the celebrated case of
is not simply an irritant to the eyes, oarallel
Mrs.
Belle
Gunness, the Indian wocleuu-nose
justify the fight for the street
man found guilty several years ago
cara
serious
and throat, but
a "murder farm." Like
of
rier of infection by inhalation and theconducting
Gunness woman, Mrs. Murdock is
swallowing.
suspected of luring men to her little
That most of the communicable farm on the outskirts of this city
diseases of the throat and lungs are and then murdering them for their
produced and transmitted by dust is money.
doubtless true. For years we have
The specific charge upon which Mrs.
had before us the deadly relation of Murdock and her employe, Merkle, are
the dust evil to tuberculosis. Were to be tried Is the alleged murder of
that the only danger, surely the awful Harry Harding, a sailor, whose body
prevalence end mortality rate of the was found in a shallow grave on the
"great white plague" would alone Murdock farm early last summer. The
liness and a declaration of independ- - discovery resulted from a statement
-

(ncn-freezin-

'

street-cleaner-

dust-raisin-

n

i

!

I

8.--

made by an old negTo who called at
the sheriff's office and reported that
he had been asked by Mrs. Murdock
to dig a grave at the farm. Deputies
hurried out, and, digging in an onion
bed where the earth showed signs of
recent disturbance, found at a depth
of a foot the corpse or Harding, with
its head crushed In with an ax.
Following her arrest Mrs. Merkle is
said to have confessed to knowledge
of the crime. According) to her statement, Merkle, jealous of Harding,
murdered him slnglehanded. She said
she went to sleep while the men were
quarreling. Presently she awoke, put
out her hand In the dark and on the
pillow beside her felt the wet face
of Harding smashed to a pulp. At
Merkle's bidding she said she helped
conceal the body under the bed, and
.
ii,( ,l. t . . . .
mains in a shallow grave in the gar-- ;
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we have been spending a little more
money than we should spend, and as

TAFT AT UNVEILING.
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 8. A large and
distinguished audience filled he rotunda of the state capital this afternoon and listened to the eloquent address of President Taft, Henry
and other speakers of national
fame delivered In eulogy of the deeds
and virtues of Abraham Lincoln. The
occasion was the unveiling of the
statue of Lincoln, a gift of J. B. Speed
of Louisville to the Btate in which the
'Great Emancipator" first saw the
light of day.
President Taft and his party arrived
here from Cincinnati this morning
and with other distinguished guests of
the occasion, including several visiting governors, were entertained at
luncheon at the home of Governor and
Mrs. Willson.
Immediately after
luncheon the president was escorted
to he capltol for the unveiling exer
cises.
In the rotunda of the capitol, where
the statue was placed on a great mar
ble pedestal, the following program
was carried out:
Invocation by the Rev. Dr. M. W.
Savage, pastor of the Church of the
Messiah, of Louisville.
Oration of the day by Henry

Fads

tne volume of business naturally decreases, it causes us to consider ft
little more' carefully how we should
make our purchases.
These are questions that not only
bother the individual, but they bother
the financial department of a great
corporation which has millions of
dollars invested in engines and cars
SANTA FE TREASURER REVIEWS which must bo
kept busy. The railBUSINESS SITUATION WITH
road manager, looking ahead, beIMPARTIAL EYE
The experience of Motherhood is a
lieves that new cars and more enone to most women and marks
trying
gines will be need next year In handan epoch in their lives. Not
distinctly
Cope-!rm8.
E.
Nov.
L.
Kan.,
Tcftia,
one woman in a hunthe business of the country, but
ling
dred is prepared or
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Panama, Nov. 8. The first postal
savings banks in the Canal Zone were
opened today. The establishment of
the postal saving system here is very
gratifying to residents who have long
desired to put their savings in. the
hands of the government for safekeeping. The system established here
differs materially from that in the
states, In that no interest will be paid
on deposits, the object being merely
to provide a depository for the funds
of the Canal Zone Inhabitants.
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coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
brands Even our Competitors
his return to Washington after the can. The declaration of independence and Tar Compound. O. G. Schaefer
Co.
Cross
111!
Red
and
Drug
constitu1858
the
The
for
famous campaign of
hi sconfession of faith.
nois senatorshlp from which the Little tion of the United States his ark and
Giant had come off victor: "He Is the chovenant of liberty. The Union his
greatest debater I have ever met, redoubt, the flag his shibboleth. Called
either here or anvwhere else."
like one of old, within a- - handful of
To me the address meant war. As years he rose at a' supreme moment
.
the crowd upon the portico dispersed to supreme command, fulfilled the law
back into the; capitol 1 4ound myself of his being, and passed from the
wedged In between John Bell, of Ten scene an exhalation, of the dawn of
nessee, and Reverdy Johnson, of Mary freedom. We may, iX still hear his
land. Each took me by an arm and cheery voice, bidding us be of good
we sat down upon a bench just out heart sure that "right makes might,"
side the rotunda. They were very op entreating us to pursue "with firmness
timistic. No, there would be no war, In the right as God gives us to see
.
,
no fight; the Union still was safe. I the right"
The problems he .met and solved
was but a boy, just one and twenty.
it
They were the two most intellectual are problems no longer. Others,'
and renowned of the surviving Whig may be greater problems, rise before
leaders of the school of, Clay and us. Shall there arise another Lincoln?
Hand Finished Fibbed Under
You Pay the Same Price
May God gird round and guard his
Webster, one of them just defeated
'
for president the preceding election. successor In the great office of chief
Eas
the
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t wear for Women
Their talk puzzled me greatly, lor to magistrate whom we have here with
Lintern States.
Czarina (Harvard Mills) White
my mind there seemed no escape us today; give him the soul of
Merino Union Suits No. 970U-5- 0
from the armed: collision of the sec coln to feel, Lincoln's wisdom to see
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Hosiery,
ually established. There is in youth
whole-heartebest wearing fine hose ever Cf)-ma- de
prophetic instinct which grows duller ers of administration,
at the price per pair..
with advancing years. As I look be devotion to the public service and
Czarina (same quality as above
fldelitv to American in
hind me I not only bear this in mind,
fashioned
full
number)
A
8039
and
only two piece suits, under- 238H
illustrated by the converse of those stitutions may continue to glorifiy the
that
wears
a
and
hose
cotton
black
Abraham
two veteran statesmen that day in the teaching and example of
fleecelined stocking which is a warm
rotunda of the capitol at Washington, Lincoln.
Rosa No. 918 U 50 a silk and wool
number. These two stylet are sold
His peroration was as follows:
but I feel it and realize It so that I am
garment that does nntKnllr ,ir4.. ui
much less confident, with a lifetime of
thruout the U. S, at the
"Let us here highly resolve," the
cloth
same price 3 pairs for . . . ..
experience to guide me, than I was words still ring like a trumpet call
cream only
and
when buoyed by the ignorance
hillside of
from that green-growbravery, but also the Inspiration, of Gettysburg dotted with the graves of
THE
OF QUALITY
youth, the problems ahead read plain heroes, "that these men shadd not
and clear as out of an open book.
this
In
died
that
nation,
have
vain;
Opposite
Of Lincoln and the South he said:
under God, snail have a new birth of
Castaneda
The duty he had been commissioned freedom; and that government of the
.a.riL.)
to do was to Bave the Union. With an people, by the people and for the peoHotel
overwhelming majority of the people ple shall not perish from the earth."
As we
CSq, institution of African slavery was Repeat we the declaration.
wrote to Speed: "It Is like a dream,

isn't
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hardly too much to say that he was
Remit by draft, check or money the only,' as he certainly was the last,
srder Tf sent otherwise we will not intimate friend that Lincoln ever had.
be rnnpontilble for loss.
They knew the inmost
copies free on application,
thoughts; of jeacb.; other's hearts and
Li. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT each depended upon the honesty and
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
loyalty of the other." ,
PAID FOR.
The story ,of the way their intimacy
began and how they came to abide toAdvertisers
are guaranteed the gether relates that, entering Speed's
on
irgest dally and weekly circulation store in Springfield, saddle-bag- s
Lincoln ascert any newspaper in Northeastern arm, the
lew Mexico.
tained that the. domestic outfit he required would cost the enormous sum
NOVEMBER 8, 1911. of seventeen dollars. "I had no idea
WEDNESDAY,
it would cost half of that," said he,
"and, I haven't the money to pay for
A NATIONAL FLOWER
it; but if you'll wait on me till Christmas, and I make anything I'll pay;
Americans have no national flower and, if I don't, I can't" Then said
and In a laudable and patriotic
can1 do better for you than
Speed
to establish such a floral em- that I have all the things you want
blem the National Federation of and I sleep on a bed that's big enough
Women's Clubs has asked for in- for two. You just come and bunk
dorsement of the mountain laurel. It with me,' and it shall cost you nothis proposed to have congress give for- ing." He t ointed the way around a
mal legal recognition of this flower pile of boxes and barrels and up a
In a law to be passed next winter. A flight of stairs, j Lincoln went as di
committee of club women will work rected and, quickly returned but withfor this end from now until the close out the saddle-bags.:.Speed," said
of the congressional session if neces-ar- he, "I've moved."
"
Conscience and Destiny had joined
The .project in a general way Is one forces to write a drama such as may
in which all good Americans should not be found elsewhere outside the
an interest. According to a pages of . romance;'' as compact and.
statement of th federation, this is unified as a .IJreek tragedy; mystical
Speed was
that has no na and weird, but real. not
only great nation
.
of stocky build,
.u
a ...
given to
. ..
short,
tinttnl
:u,wi iHwi-ijvifjac oi ma states
to
in
little
a
speech
loquacity,
abrupt
own
floral emblems and In
liaye their
was
Lincoln
his
the.
of
end
very
days.
i?ome instances 'Kansas as an est- tall and angular, conciliatory, patient,
jirepie they are really state trade not ever
wanting the pursuasive word
marks. The only thing that admits
He might have described himself and
of. discussion in this project is the his
wife, as "the long and short of It."
"ifind of flower to be chosen. So far The
first and most serious affair of
as the National Federation of Wo- life to them was
marriage. The amamen's clubs Is concerned, the choice
matters which engaged and en
tory
seems to be settled upon the moungrossed them were not many, but they
tain laurel. And some good reasons cut deep. Lincoln had already had
ere advanced for this selection. The what he thought was his finishing
bloom of the mountain laurel Is a stroke in the death of Ann Rutledge,
email flower containing; the red and when he met Mary Todd. Speed's lpve
white of the American flag, and it passage with Fanny Henning was to
unfolds in the form of a star. It can come later. Each as the sequel showed
be grown In all of the states, say its suffered the common lot of heartache,
friends, and is In every way an ap- as each in turn and in the hour of
trouble delivered to the other frapropriate emblem.
It cannot be eaid for the mountain ternal wisdom and comfort
In the year 1840," I quote mm
'laurel that It is widely known or rebiography, "Abraham
cognized In America. Of a number the
of persons in Las Vegas fairly fam- Lincoln became engaged to be mariliar with flowers, not one had ever ried, tovMiss Mary Todd, of Lexington,
The engagement
heard of the mountain laurel under Kentucky.'
in
a happy one,
all
was
not
respects
name.
that
That "It can be grown In
compat-abilltall the states" la merely a negative as both' parties' doubted their
for his
His
affection
recommendation, for there are many
betrothed, which he feared was not
flowera
conform
that
'hardy
tp,that
"enough to make happiness with
desired specification. , The sunflow- strong
his' .doubts which yet
her
secute;
carer,' the rose; the golden rod, the
not "convincing' enough to induce
were
nation and other beautiful flowers be-"- "
him to break, off all relations with
long to that class and all of these her; his sense of honor which was
'are familiar to every man, woman wounded n his own eyes by his own
and child. If we are to have a na-- ' act; ' his sense of duty which con
a
tional flower it ought to be an
demned him in one course and did not
that it known universally. sustain hiiftA ihv .the opposite course,
Preferably it should be a wild flow-- : combined to make him profoundly and
er of such distinction that it could passionately wretched. To his friends
be unerringly identified.
It should who were unused to such finely
be of a character undeniably national. wrought and', even fantastic sorrows,
The mountain laurel may be a beau- his trouble seemed so exaggerated
tiful and patriotic flower, but appar- that they could only account for It
ently it does not .grow wild in many on the ground of Insanity;"
But he was not mad. Speed picked
states and et least is not as rank and
abundant as a national flower should him up bodily, as it were, and carbe when sought for decorative pur- - ried him off to Kentucky and into the
poses. The national flower, what-eve- r bosom of his own happy and pious
it Is, should be cheap and plen- - famii$rcle, where he quickly recov:'
tiful, easily cultivated and brought to ered his equanimity, returning to
'
a high, state of perfection; and it Springfield himself again. It was
should be as nearly a perennial as Spee'flTwho'oh this home visit, met
his fate, and, in perturbation of spirit,
possible.
exchanged places with Lincoln. Linbecame" the physician of his
BIDS FOR SUPPLIES FOR NEW coln who
out
of his own experience adfriend,
MEXICO PENITENTIARY
;
Bids for supplies for the New Mex- ministered the needed medicine of
ico penitentiary for six months end thoughtful and tender issympathy.
The correspondence
yet extant reing May 31, 1912, will be opened and
of two
throes
the
innermost
vealing
awarded by the Board of Com mi s- - nature
and stretchstrung
exquisitely
cionera on Friday, December j 8th,
ed to their tension, neither Hamlet,
1911; all samples must be delivered nor TYerthen closer
upon the edge of
to the superintendent's 'office, not the
which happily was
precipice,
later than 9 a. in. Friday, De withheld from them. Their period of
cember 8th, 1911. Specifications and travail endured for nearly two years,
proposal flanks will be furnished on from ,1940 ito 1842, the close of the lat
application' to the superintendent at ter year finding each of them safely
Santa Fe, New J.fexico.
married. ; Less than 20 years there- CLEOFES ROMERO,
after-twshort decades Lincoln
Superintendent,?, elected president of tbe Unlted'States,"
Hi.ier-
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Parent of . St. Louie Couple Attend
Marriage Ceremony and Give
Them Wedding Party.

REPUBLICANS

l

N

Real Javajo

St

Louta,

MarUn E. Essel-born- ,
twenty years old, a sculptor,
and Miss Edith P. Plochman, seventeen years old. were sweethearts for

The man who does th
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything
depend.
Our responsibility U never
lost sight of for a moment

Mo.

parents, who had been neighbors and
friends for several years, and while
nothing had been said on the
u was well understood thdysubject,
would
some day be married.
But, stirred by a spirit of romance,
ana envious of several
of their friends
who have married recently, the
couple slipped of to Clayton, where
they hoped to procure a marriage license, get married by the poetic justice and give their parents and friends
a great surprise.
However, the stern clerk in the recorder's office at; Clayton decided they
were too young. A searching
brought out the would-b- e
bridegroom lacked six months and
the girl one month of being of legal
age to marry. The clerk advised them
to waitf until spring.'
The couple returned home, but Instead 'of surprising their parents, as
they expected to, were themselves
urprised. Their" parents ' had been
tipped off by the marriage license
clerk, rand without' waiting for explanations the elders accompanied the
elopers to the city hall, where they
formally gave their consent to the
union and the coveted license was Is' '
sued.
Frederick Esselborn, father of the
bridegroom, and Eugene Plochman,
father of the girl, hurried them to
Justice Chauncey Kreuger's office,
where the young couple were given
another surprise, by finding their kindred assembled for the marriage cere-
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EFFORT IS WASTED

Why Uncle Sam Falls to Get Enough
Officers From West Point
School.

Congress has spent $7,000,000 or
more to create the greatest military
Bchool in the world at West Point,
appropriating a million and a half dollars or more yearly to maintain It
for the purpose of training officers to
command the armies of tbe United
States. Tet it has been compelled to
Insert in the recent army appropriation bill an amendment which will
add 612 officers to the line of tbe
army to be appointed from civil life""1
in order to fill vacancies which still
exist after the great training school
has done Us work.
At least 25 per cent of the capacity of the military academy is habitualh
of the rooms are
ly wasted;
habitually vacant; during the last
year there have been 122 vacancies in
the corps of cadets because senators
and members of the house have either
failed to select the right kind of boys
for candidates or have neglected to
select any, as has been the case in
several states and congressional districts. Because the number of graduates Is habitually less than the num
ber of vacancies in the army occurring
annually, the president is always com
pelled to appoint a large number of
untrained men from civil life.
There are ten times 10,000 boys
scattered through this country who
would be glad to go to West Point, If
they knew how to get there, and half
of those who are so fortunate as to
obta-iappointments are not prepared,
through Ignorance of what is necessary to do, and because of the short
rime allowed them after their, , appointment to pass the examination.
The law requires that candidates
shall be appointed one year in advance
in order that they may have time to
prepare, but senators and members of
the bouse neglect to obey it in many
cases until a week or two before the
examinations take place, so that the
candidates have no opportunity to
brush up their studies or 'to find out
what Is expected of them.
one-fourt-

Baker' Rolls.
Well dry two pounds of flour, add

two tablespoons of yeast, a little salt
and half a teaspoonful of bicarbonate
of soda dissolved in water. Mix very
lirhtlv toeether with a pint of milk
and water. Knead it well, and set It
over the heartu to rise, covering the
bowl in which the dough is placed
with a towel. rThen make It up Into
about 12 rolls Bake in a quick oven
of

one-quart-

an

hour.

f

T,

;

:

Green Pea Salad.; .
Drain peas carefully, if the canned
variety Is used, wash through a col
ander, then stand in a current of air
for an hour. Make nests of lettuce
leaves, place a spoon of peas In each
nest, garnish with 'olives, and serve
String bean
with boiled dressing.
salad may be made In the same way.
v

,

-

-

Beef Tea.

rhnn very fine 'one pound lean beet

pint cold
round. Cover with one-hawater. Stand m com place one hour.
Set over hot water, stir till liquid r,
tn turn color. Strain, add pinch
salt To reheat, set cup in pan of hot
water.
lf

be-.H-

Cur for Ivy Poison. . v
b) j. 'cure for poison ivy is to dltoive
as much quinine In alcohol as will
dissolve. Apply thoroughly with U4
mixture and often.

Justice Kraeger halted in the midst
of a Buit, left the bench and performed the ceremony, after which the
bridal party went to the Esselborn
home, where a wedding dinner, which
had been prepared In. haste by the
bride's mother, awaited them.
Wedding presents . hastily bought
were brought in by neighbors and
friends who had been notified by telephone- of the wedding, and the would- be elopers, who. had planned to surprise everybody, were kept busy being surprised . by everybody else up
to midnight, when they departed for
the home of the bride's parents,
where they will reside until they can
mature plans for a home of their own.

31 HOURS

ON A PRISON

ROOF

English "Covie," Trying to Escape,
Amuses Pedestrians With Songs
and Other Antics.

""

a the tall oc, - prhfcner

who eluded

Wgilaii-c-- e
ci his warders while at
exercise and clambered up a
recently surrendered, hungry, .tired,
and much subdued in spirit The only
food he had had during his long out
ing consisted of a few apples which
people in the crowd whom he enter
tained threw to him. a
Armley jail, Leeds, was the scene of
the strange escapade. The man, said
to have had some naval training,
climbed up the water pipe to the roof
with the agility of a monkey.
Thence he stationed himself on the
top of a turreted air shaft standing 15
feet above the roof. Warders who
essayed his recapture he kept at bay
with slates he had stripped from the

the

fill-pip-

roof.
By the time the officials had decided
on starving him out a considerable

crowd had collected in the street. The
man at Intervals amused his audience
with songs, hornpipes,
spiritedly
danced on the' narrow ledge of the turret. Imitations of cutlass drill, semaphore signaling, swimming, etc. ' Occasionally he addressed the crowd, de',.(..
claring he was "on strike."
in the afterIt was not until-latnoon that he broke his fast. Then he
managed to catch two or three apples
thrown to him.
He held out for a few hours longer,
but would not face another hungry
ledge.
night on tbe
air-sha- ft

"DEAD" MAN SOUGHT AS HEIR
Two Alexander Gammes, Both Masons,
Formerly of Denver, Cause Mix-up Came From 8cotland.
Denver, Colo. Alexander Oamme, a
Mason, a resident of Denver for many
years, died here four years ago. Another Alexander Oamme, also a Mason, a resident of Denver for a few
months, is supposed to have been
drowned In oj near Denver four years
ago. Both 'were natives of Scotland.

Relatives of the second Alexander

Oamme the one supposed to .have
been drpWned are searching for him
or for positive evidence of his death,

in order to settle an estate. When
they discovered, through Masons, that
Alexander Oamme, a Mason, died here
four years ago, they though their
quest had ended, but now they have
found that the man of whose death
there, is a record was not the one they
sought, and they are still making Inquiry.
The Alexander Oamme whom they
seek was ' born about thirty-seve- n
years ago. He was an architect He
was employed for some time at Barre,
Vt, leaving that place for the wes.
Friends In Barre heard he had been
drowned In or near Denver tn 1907.
There Is no- - ' record of such a drownin"
-g.--He and bis sister are heirs to an estate in Scotland. She has come to
this country to locate her brother-n- d
1
now In Pennaylvaala.
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the last year and a half, with the
full knowledge and consent of their

in prescription filling.
Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.
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(Continued from Page One)

F. E. Dearth of Albuquerque arrived last night from the Duke City
on business In Las Vegas.
P. N. Patterson came in last night
from his home In Trinidad and. was
in Las Vegas today on business.
J. S. Beem of Kansas City, after
a week's visit In Las Vegas, left last
night for Albuquerque on business.
Frank Springer left last night on
Santa Fe train No. 2 for Washington
D. C, where he will spend the greater part of the winter.
Roy Sundt arrived last night from
his dry farm east of Wagon Mound
for a short visit In Las Vegas. He
may decide to spend' the winter in
this city.
S. B. Kline, a Santa Fe employe
at the storehouse, returned last night
from Levy,, his legal residence,
where he went Sunday to cast Us
vote yesterday for the first officers
of the new state.
J. T. Coulson, representative of the
Coulson patent window bar manufactory of Columbus, O., traveling but
of Dallas, Tex., stopped off last night
on his way irom Ohio to El Paao to
see E. W. Hart, the architect, formerly of Columbus.
L. W. Sleeper, salesman for W. L.
Yetter wholesale dealers In wall paper traveling out of Denver was In
Las 'Vegas on business. Mr.. Sleeper
traveled through Las Vegas several
years ago and is well known to the
merchants of this city.

gains the opportunity of being the A
lucky purchase enables us to offer
first to set in motion a new scheme of
commission you your choice of a grand line of
government here the
plan.
genuine NAVAJO RUGS, fresh from
By a majority of 4,146 the entire the reservation, at
Citizens ticket was carried into office.
Q
The vote for mayor was: Park, 16,001;
Bransford, 10,915. The vote of the for cash only. This line sells at all
larger cities in Utrfh,
gains curio stores from f 1.50 to $3.00 per
were reported. At Ogden, where Fell,
pound. A grand opportunity to make
the republican candidate for mayor, a Christmas selection
won over his democratic opponent by
only at
a comparatively small majority. At
Brigham the customary republican majority was maintained.
In the smaller towns, the democrats
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
and socialists divided honors, the former making notable gains a. Logan,
OTHER WARM SPECIALS,
Prbvo and Park City. .The socialists
For those $5.00 Perfec-iO.Uelected tickets at Murray, Manti, Eu- (jjr)
Blue
tionOil heaters.
reka, Tintic and Stockton. The overflame, gallon tanks.
turning of majorities that have been
11-- 4
rolled up in years paBt by the repub- Cjr Qn For those $5.00 wool
blankets In tans, also
licans in the small towns furnished
grays. (See window display).
one of the surprises of the election.
For those $5.W) flown
blue dinner sets. (See
Harmon Is Hopeful.
Columbus, O., Nov. 8. Basing, his window display), opinion on the results in Massachuyard for all colors Table Oil
O
setts,' Kentucky, and Ohio, and other IOC Cloth.
points where democratic candidates
yard for Shelf Oil"
were elected yesterday, Governor Jud-soC
Cloth.
Harmon today predicted a na-, for the Mrs. Pott sad irons,
tional democratic landslide next year. QC2CI
sets of three.
"The results of these elections have
for Stov
1
P
me
pleased
very much," he said, "and XOC per joint
Pipe.
I consider them a forecast of what
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
is to come next year. It is the strongonly at
est indorsement of democracy that
LOST Dull sliver brooch set with
has been tendered by the voters in
garnets. Return to this office.
recent years."
When asked regarding the CincinWANTED
Two first class solicitors
nati results, Mr. Harmon said: ."Per
Las
Apply
Vegas Studio 518 Sixth
could
me
have
sonally nothing
pleased
MISS LUCERO WON
between the hours of 5 and 6.
better. I have fought for ' 25 years
to free Cincinnati from the sway of
PRELIMINARY CONTEST WANTED A reliable woman to look
republicanism and am delighted to
find that the voters have awakened."
after rooming house. Apply over
Rosenthal's 5 and 10 cent store.
"Signs of victory for the democratic
IN IN- party are evident everywhere. Next WILL REPRESENT NORMAL
year I predict that this party will win ' TERSCHOLASTIC ORATORICAL
EVENT IN SANTA FE
the national officers including the
presidency."
With her oration, "New Occasions
Teach New Duties," Miss , Aurora
Republican Mayor Chosen.
Another New Lot of
Everett, Wash., Nov. 8. Rev. R. B. Lucero last night won the prelimin
Hassel, republican, was elected mayor ary oratorical contest at the Normal
yesterday by a, 'plurality of 200. He University and is entitled to the hon
favored rigid enforcement of the pro- or of representing that school in the
hibition law and received a majority New Mexico' Interscholasitic Orator
of the women's vote. Three socialist ical contest, which will he held in
councilman were elected.
, Santa Fe November 18. r Miss Luce-ro'-s
Have Arrived
only competitor was Omar BarSacramento Adopts Charter.
on
"Conservation."
who
ker,
spoke
Sacramento, Cal., Nov.' 8. Sacra- In subject matter and delivery Miss
mento stepped Into the ranks of cities Lucero's oration was excellent and
.
They comprise of
having the common form of govern she is sure' to make an admirable
'
values
the
best
elecment as a result of the municipal
showing when she appears upon the
tion yesterday. The new charter was
that have ever
platform at Santa Fe. This is the
adopted by a majority of 68 out of & second occasion upon which Miss
been shown in Las
total vote of more than 8,000. The Lucero has
represented the Normal
to
the specharter will be presented
Vegas.
in the big state contest. , Last year
cial session of the legislature next
with
her
a
made
she
good showing
month and undoubtedly will be rati"Should the Spanish Lan
fied. It will take efTect next July. oration,
guage be taught In the Public Schools Gome in and Look at Them
Mayor M. R. Beard, democrat, was reMexico?" Many of her hearWhether You Buy or Not
elected with a plurality of 374 over of New
were
of
the
occasion
on
opiners
that
will
He
socialist.
Allen W. Stuart,
serve until the new charter takes ef- ion that shei should have been awarded first place. Miss Lucero has imfect
proved with her experience of last
and the Normal people are conyear
If Sir Walter Scott wrote the Lady
of the Lake what" did William Penn? fident that she will bring a victory
'to the school a week from Saturday.
Mr. Barker made a favorable ImPhone Main 104
pression upon the audience. He demonstrated" that he has talent as a
public speaker. Mr. Barker is not
The mucous membranes of the discouraged by his defeat of last
nose and throat are exposed to the night but will continue his studies !n
public speaking. He likely will enirritating influence of dust, impure ter
the preliminary contest again
'
Capital Paid in
air, etc., and for this reason are next year.
''
the places Catarrh usually first
Thomas Truder, who will repremanifests itself.
Bat these are sent the Las Vegas high school in
sjm
c
the high school section of the
simply exciting causes, the inflam;
contest, gave his oration
mation and discharge being really
last
Choosing as his subject,
night
vitiated
and
an
produced by
impare
Crucible
he
the
"In
i u ritNNlNflHAM. Proidcnt
condition of the blood.
It is well delivered a finishedof the World"
PRANK SPRINUER. Vlo PretiiUnt
speech. Truder
enough to use some local treatment will be a strong contender for honto cleanse these membranes, , but ors in Santa Fe and Las Veas people
any one can readily see that if have good reason to believe that the
the inflammatory matter is left in two orators representing the city will
the blood, such treatment cannot bring home the prize on each d apartment of the state contest.
possibly have any permanent effect
an orator who
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by purifying willChesley Thomason,
represent Otero county in the
the blood of all impure catarrhal state contest, gave his oration last
matter and irritating germs and at night. His subject is "The , Crand
the same time builds up the system Prize." Mr. .Thomason held the close
When attention of his hearers. He has a
by its fine tonic effects.
S. S. S. has purified the blood, the good oration and an excellent delivmucous surfaces are all nourished ery.
A musical recital under the direcand made healthy. There can be no
tion of Misses Liva Llchty and Marinflammation of the membranes
guerite Cluxton added to the enjoythen, because the blood is pure, and able nature of the program. A large
every tissue receives nourishment in- crowd was present. Bulletins bearing
stead of irritating-matter- .
Our book
result of the election in various
on Catarrh will give proper advice as the
- steel
and counties were read durprecincts
to what is best to use as a local aid
I F.rt(TI
.
.
while S. S. S. is purifying the blood. ing
This book is free, also any special
advice you may " feel you need.
And a man's wife o?es a cheerful
,8. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AilmMm, Co. giver.

$1.0 per pound
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Sterling Silver Picture Frames

i

in all sizes and, at,, very
.ft

reasonable prices.

ROBERT J. 'TAUPERT
JEWELER
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CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.
.

Bring;

Stylish and

Up-to-d-

ate

in Your Cleaning and Pressing

603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Rosenthal

T5h e

,

Ladies' Hisses' and
Children's Coats

.
;
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o
0
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Some habits one, should want to break and
alt bad habits are bad to keep.

,

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have. '
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and, then
follows up the "lead,"' will Surely get quick
success.
,

"

:

Hoffman &

'a

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads.'to The Optic.
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Graubarth

A CERTAIN CURE

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

FOR CATARRH

'

'

'

Surplus

,

Cs

$100,000.00

lnter-scholasti-

'

4' SMrJ

$50,000.00

LXJWl; iaY:J.

1UJ3V'0.

,

H0SK1N5. Cuhlar

LAS VEGAS
Mr

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

,

.

Hit!

OUR.

ti

REPORT

has been a Very satisfactory one. The people of this
community have been saving considerable money
withfa the last six months.

THIS SHOWS PROSPERITY
Are you prosperous, and are you one of those who
put their money in a savings bank? The savings
bank protects your money and gives you a profit.
What greater benefit could be had.

10-h-

e

of

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

la.

1

)
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BHIGAGO FEET SMALL
Shoe Buyers Deny Charge of

THEN SHE WAS HAPPY

-

15he

-

-
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

Re-

tail Dealers' President.

WLjUl

(Feminity of Windy City Ha Smallest,
Beit Shaped Feet In Universe
South Presents the Near-- '

CHAPMAN

LODGE

Chicago women's feet
large? If a libel! Chicago
the smallest, best
femininity ha
phaped feot In the universe. Shoe buyer for the big 8tate street
VC;
Department stores the other day made
a.
X1
Indignant reply to the aspersions of
M
Re!A. E. Pitts,
Ohio
of
the
president
tail Shoe Dealers' Association, to the
effect that Chicago dealers have admitted that they are obliged to order
larger sizes to accommodate their
Mr. Wise Not one woman In a
trade than are called for in any other
iclty. The charge was made at the hundred marries the man she wants.
Mrs. Wise She don't want to marry
association's convention In Cincin:
the man sbe wants; ehe wants to
f
nati.
"The assertion is ridiculous and marry the man icme other woman
"without
foundation," declared 'Sey- wants.
mour Bamberger, shoe buyer for Man-delwhen asked about the women's
BEST WAY
sizes used In Chicago'. "Fhave been
In the shoe business in New York,
.Washington, Baltimore and Columbus,
fcnd I can say that more narrow women's shoe are sold in Chicago in
proportion to Ub size, than in any . of
the other cities where I have been In
the shoe business. .
"I was a shoe buyer for several
fears on Broadway In New York, and
know that the women's sizes used
there are practically the same, or a
trifle larger than are used In Chicago.
The only part of this country where
Women's feet average smaller Is in
the south, where the women are smaller. Below the Mason and Dixon line
(women's shoes are, as a rule, shorter,
.but broader than' those sold In the
north.
"In regard to Mr. Pitts' assertion
that Chicago shoe dealers admitted
that our women's feet were larger, I
oont think he could have talked to the
Countryman Ther people around
hoe dealers who sell to the Amerihere uster tie their goats to my fence
can women of Chicago."
'
Mr. E. L. Blackburn, assistant man- posts.
How did you stop It?
Cityman
ager of the ladies' shoe department of
Countryman Jes' put. up a sign,
Marshall Field's, was equally
Post; no bills on this lot"
in denying the charge,
Mr.
said
"There's nothing to It,"
JMackburn. "It's all a Joke. We have
HARD ON FATHER
some of the smallest feet la Chicago
of any In the world. In our department here we carry sizes 1 to 9 and
pell few of either extreme. Southern
women have shorter feet, but they are
,
broader."
"They are no bigger here than any-here," snorted Mr. Nelson, manager
of the ladles' department of the Regal
.shoe Store.
.Mr. Heison, assistant manager of
parson, Plrie, Scott's ladles' shoe department, was inclined to defend Chi
cago women from the slanderous at
tack at any cost
"I can't see any reason why they
should be larger," he said, "and I
'Wouldn't admit It if they were."
y

-

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tueadnv iimiir
.n
Regular comauvl(f)
j '
month at O. B, C. hall.
munication first and
VlsiUns $
brothers are cordially Invited. Geo
third Thursday In each
si ll
' . I,t - r
1
11. Hunker, Exalted
month. Visiting brothRuler; D. W pt
it
ers cordially Invited.
Condon, Secretary.
ADVEB
ATES PO
CLASSIFIED
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
TISEMENT8
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
:en
Five
per line each Insertion Sporleder, Secretary.
..WO. 804. Meets second and fourth
to
etlmat six ordinary word
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Ploneet
LAS.
VEGAS
NO.
lea
No
2,
COMMANDERY,
ad to occupy
In,
tpacethan
building. Visiting members are cor
we line. All advrtlmnt charg-ivw? KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-ula-'r
Invited. W. ft. Tipton, G. K.;
dially
Tues-conclave second
will be booked at apace actually
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
at. without regard to number of
day In each month at Ma
ord. Caah In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
a corder.
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
hall, on the eecond and fourth FriCHAPTER NO 3,
LAS VEGA8
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
ARCH
MASONS
ROYAL
Regular
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
convocation first Monday
ing neighbors are especially wel
Mars 9r rpx Tf4 'MbI
In each month at
come and cordially invited.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
'
DENTISTS.
P; Chas. H. " Sporleder,
OpVe't Number, Main i.
"
secretary.

A

COLUMN

est Rival.

Chicago.

SOCIETY AND
M.

I

S

--

Your

d

L

"w

.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S Meets first and third Fridays in Suit f. Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.

Wanted

--

HIGHER CLASS or better paying em
ployment than that of representing
Tripp, Worthy. Matron; Tomas B.
a leading nursery company Is not
Bowen, Worthy Patron: Mrs. Minerto be had. If you are ambitious to
va A. Howell,
Phone
Secretary.
better your condition, the opporMain 231, 721 Fourth street
tunity lies- before you In entering
our employ. Salem Nursery Com- EL
LODGE
DORADO
NO.
1,
pany, Salem, Oregon.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
FOR SALE Full blooded black Ml-Chas." E. Liebsch-nlenorcas. 1033 Fourth street
Cha n c e 1 1 o r
Commander.
Harry
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de'
of
Martin,
Keeper
scriptions. Notary seals and recRecords and Seal. ,
office.
ords at The Optic

'i

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Cheater A. Hunkej
'

Attorneys at Law.
Las Vegas,
New Mexico

For Sato

Wedding Stationery

MASSAGE
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Masseuse and Midwife.

r,

6291
Phone, purple
918 Lincoln.
Residence
Manicuring and Chlropdy.

Announcement Cards

em-pnat-lo

v.

SAULS

MADE OF POST CARDS

FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1
C. E. Hartley, Springer.
stock.
N M.

For Rent
FOR
322

RENT Well furnished room,
.Grand Ave. Phone Olive 5272

I

11E Um

NO.
LOCAL
RATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 Meets every Monday night at
their hail in the Schmidt building,
WEST BOUND
west of Fountain Square, at eight
Arrive
o'clock. .Visiting members are corNo. I
.'...- E.
welcome.
E.
Gehring, presi- Ne. 3
dially
dent; Mm Emma D. Burks, Secre- SO. 7
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
f
No. a

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
FOR RENT Five room house partly
of the month In the vestry
Tuesday
920
furnished If desired.
Apply
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Gallinas.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
Invited
cordtilly
FOR SALE Kellerstrasse White Or
Secless
Char
four
Greenclay,
President;.
pullets,
pingtons, breeding pen,
'V
retary.
and cockerel, 25.00. This pen was
awarded two ribbons at the late
Roswell fair. This Is a great oppor RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
tunity for one who wants to start
a nice little business. M. Flawiii
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Roswell, N. M.
Flint, chief of records and collector
of wampum.
Visiting brother al
welcome.
wyas
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
That stops coughs quickly and cures
colds Is Foley's Honey and Tar Com I.
O. O. F.f LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jeffer
1. Meets 'every Monday evening at
son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
can recommend Foley's Honey and
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit
Tar Compound as a sure cure for
brethren cordially invited to at
ing
coughs and colds. It cured my oaugii
etnd. Carl Wertz, N. G; A. T. Ro
er of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
gers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary
whole family with Foley's Honey and
W. E. Critea, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- ,
Tar Compound.
Everyone In our
cemetery trustee.
neighborhood speaks highly of It'
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
11-8-- lf

Arriving at New York
Passenger
Father I wrote William at college
From Bermuda Tell of Tiny Craft
,
that I would not send him any more
Wearing Unique Dress.
money until the first of the month.
Mother What does he say In his
BerNew York. Unique even for
muda was a tale which was told by letter today?
Father That he will never forget
the passengers of the Royal Mall liner
my unremitting kindness.
here.
arrived
vessel
when
that
Tagus
It was of a tiny craft whose sails had
been made of Montevldean postcards,
GLOOMY
. A LITTLE
and which had drifted into the seaweed of St George's harbor the day
.before the Tagus sailed.
One of the postcards was dated
Montevideo, July 12, 1911, and was
Co.
addressed to Miss E. A. Klve, Port
Stanley, Falkland Islands. It bore a
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
request to write to Captain Hansen,
Seems heavier when he has a weak
bark Romanoff, Matane, New Brunsback and kidney trouble. Fred Duehwick.
ren, Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
recounts
Maritime
The
Register
says: "I have been bothered with kidthat the Romanoff, with Captain Han
and bladder trouble and had a
ney
sen In command, sailed from Monte
severe pan across my back. When
.
video on the same day that the post-ever I carried a heavy load of mail,
card was dated, and that the bark is
my kidney trouble increased. Some
time aeo, I started taking Foley Kid
bound to Matane, N. B. But while
some of the passengers who had be- -'
ney Pills and since taking them I have
gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
come inured to Bermuda fish tales
trouble and am as sound now as
would like to believe that the tiny
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
measures
two
feet
which
only
boat,
Drug Co.
in length, had sailed a. match- - race
with the bark, the chances are that It
COUGHING AT NIGHT
had been launched from the bark as
Means loss of sleep which is bad for
to
was
close
the
vessel
Did
Wise
Dr.
Mrs.
that
sailing
Thirdly preach everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
Islands on its northward Journey.'
a good sermon this morning?
Compound stops the cough at once,
as relieves the tickling and dryness In
Mr. Wise No. He preached
though no one had invited him out to the throat and heals the Inflamed memF!3H, TOE AND RING UNITE dinner.
brane. Prevents a cold developing into bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep always in the house. Refuse substi
Wedding Circlet, Lost in Peculiar
FEARFUL FORM
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Vv'sy, Is Recovered by
Earefooted Girl.
Drug Co.

l

never happens

Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both in men and
women, mean kidney trouble. Do not
allow it to progress beyond the reach
of medicine but stop it, promptly with
Foley Kidney Pills. They regulate
the action of the urinary organs.
Tonic In action, quick In results. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
asylum)
yesterday

For pains In the side or chest
dampen a piece of flannel with Cham
berlain's Liniment and bind It on over
way!
a high hat the seat of pain. There Is nothing
better. For sale by all drugists.

M
M.
M.
M.

1:10 P.

M

Depart
No. 1
No.
No. 7
No.

A.--

M

6:40 P.
7:0 P.

M.
M

:20

...

.....

Birth Announcements

EAST BOUND

Arrive
:10 P. M.
U:10 P. M
1:15 A. M.
1:45 P. M.

No. 1
No. 1
No. 8
NO. 10

Depart
No.

I

No. 4
No. 8
No. W

Calling Cards

,

.

-

:15 P. M.
11:20 P. M.
1:26 A. M.
t:10 P. M

J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St, Ft,
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
many kinds of kidney medicine, but
did not get better until he took Foley
Kidney Pills. No matter how long
you have had kidney trouble, you will
find quick and permanent benefit by
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
taking them now.

Programs

and Stationery

Printed by the

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Chamberlain's

tensive sale by Its remarkable cures
of colds and grip and can be relied
For
upon wth implicit confidence.
sale by all druggists.

lusy.

While a party of them were wadina
girl felt
the dam today a
First Patient (In insane
something slip over one of her toe.
She imagined that it was a snake and That man they brought
.gave a scream, but an examination shows very bad form.
Second Patient In what
showed that it wts Mrs. Wilson lost
First Patient He wears
wedding ring, r.i sl:e hurried to town
with his straight jacket
with It to receive the reward.

when

Cough Remedy Is used. This remedy
has won Its great reputation and ex

1:50 P.
6:16 A,
6:16 P.
:35 P.

.Ice

There is little danger from a cold
or from an attack of the grip except
when followed by pneumonia, and this

Pottstown, Pa. A fish that was too
to take home and a girl with a
Cinderella foot figured very oddly In
the loss and recovery of a wedding
ring that Mrs. Harvey Wilson, wife of
a Pct.tstpwn undertaker, dropped in
Saylor's mill dam over in Chester
county several days ago.
The ring slipped from Mrs. Wilson's
flngsr when she tossed a diminutive
"bass back into the dam. The water was
partly drawn oft in a vain effort re-to
find it, and then the offering of a
ward for the missing jewelry made
the juveniles of the neighborhood get
s!.-:hi-

Engraved Cards

.

i

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonj all
the particular thing is worth most.

Optic

Publishing
Company
Printers of

of those who MIGHT BUY

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. inl this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads, in this newspaper , want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
.
best markets!
.

:

SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

Our Prices Aro Hiffht
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Air
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KO

Nepal

" Prince

Walea the Maharajah
ryal
hlghne" to Nepal
V&Bt
to provide
P"Oo
hunt In his jungle
preserves.
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No
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FARV.EF XQ
Buy

Father's

e,

air-brak- e

"scl-entin- o

note-pape-

WEDNESDAY.

BATH IN TWENTY

NOVEMBER

in

h.

king-emper-

foot-Hil-

.

ls

Denver, Cola "The first person
shorn 1 shall visit this morning." said
Jie visiting nurse, "Is a woman who it
108 years old.
She's really a living
jurlosity, she's so old. and yet so
Ulve.
Her son, who is her only
in lid, and who takes entire care of
ler, sent for me the other day to com
ind see her.
" 'Would you like to have a
tturs come and care for you every
I asked.
layr
" THnna care, she replied in a
ftroad brogue. 'Only she must not be
That I can't abide.'
"WelL wouldn't you like a nice

1

Mgh-flow- n.

'

athr

" Go on wld yese. gur-rl- .
I've had
no bath in these twenty years, and
I'm not meaning to kill mestlf now.'
"The old lady is quite well,
her burden of years, and Is suffering from no worse complaint than
de-ipl-
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j
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way.
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KATE CLAXTON'S

-

2

1911.

YEAR

"There's another old woman whose
little granddaughter died last week. I
wasn't called In until the child was
nearly gone. 1 saw at once that It
sraa merely a case of malnutrition, but
It was too lata to do
Next December the game
snytntn. When
perroyal
I asked the woman
sonage will come to India In the exwhy she hadn't
red the child properly she drew a lout
alted rank of
and hig enlace and looked at me reproachfully,
tertainment will be on a correspond"'Shure, and how la a busy woman
ing scale of grandeur.
:o be always thinking of th ohlldert1
No other Jungles in Asia are as exhe demandedUu'1 U meself that
tensive as those of the southern
has a garden to ear
for aui
and marBhy taral of the central
sow to feed, not t nventloa nUUik-n-s
and eastern Himalaya mountains.
and ducxi t Ipuk after
SUure,
They swarm with wild beasts, which
Cm so hard, worked, that m arms U
seldom are disturbed, because foreign
only skin and apnea'
sportsmen are excluded, except when
"The people (hat Viu W"t InterIhey come at his highness' Invitation.
ested In. though, are twu poor whites
,The shooting done by the
maharajah
rrom down ta Kentucky.
The man
and his nobles is not enough to make
used to be a
tn Idaho, and
an Impression on the game, which insfter he had .mad a good start he
cludes wild elephants and rhinocerwent back home for hi bride, Who
oses, with many species of tigers.
was an old playmate.
Everything
oears, leopards, deer and pigs.
promised well until ha was suddenly
In preparation for the
a
visit
king's
with
taken
asthma, and now he has
tract of this Jungle, perhaps fifteen
been laid up for several yeara till
miles long and half as broad, will be
tittle wife makes a living by doing
selected, and all the beasts in a much
laundry work at one dollar a day, but
wider area will be slowly and patientDEFEATS A MOUNTAIN
LION they have a mighty hard time of It
ly driven Into It by men mounted on
He Is trying to teach himself to read
elephants, making just noise enough
Man Thinks He dwes Victory to the the Bible, which is the only book they
to induce the game to move on withown."
Fact That the Beast Had Just
out alarm.
Dined on Carcass of Deer,
By this means. In the course of
BANE OF THE CLAIM AGENTS
weeks, twenty or thirty tigers, with
San
Cat Arthur
other beasts in proportion, will be
Bernardino,
Hlmes, while tramping along from Many Accidents Which
gathered Into the selected area, which
Happen te
Big Meadows to Bear Valley, met
then will be surrounded by a ring of CRINOLINE
Women Traveler
Caused by
IS BIG FAILURE face
to
face
a
hugh,- mountain lion,
watchmen, with the addition of fires
Fashionable Gowns.
the first sighted in a year in the San
by- night
The space being so large Idea Is Scorned
London
Leader
of
by
Bernardino mountains.
and well supplied with the tigers' natChicago. The woman In the high
Fashion Narrow Skirts Form
The beast was devouring the ear
ural prey, the beasts will not seek to
heels and the ' hobble skirt Is the
Season.
for
Keynote
cass
of
a
near
deer
when
the
trail,
escape, nor even to approach the cirproblem which faces the presenHlmes suddenly came upon it as he greatest
cle of watchmen's huts and fires. This . - London. The
t-day
claim agent. .
Bond rounded a turn In the
a
railway
by
attempt
path. The anistate of things will be kept up until street modiste to Introduce a modified
The male dressmaker designs the
mal had heard the approach of the
the time for the great hunt arrives.
form of crinoline skirt among the man, and It was crouched
to gowns and the male claim agent pays
The shooting will be done from the fashions for the fall has been
a fail- spring when, Hlmes first ready
.
m.
v.
1w
a
rrv
l
saw It the bills, according to the way It has
ure. The Idea has been even more
revolv- been- figured out in the offices of the
only with a
pachyderms move through tangled laughed at than waa the model who Armed
men who have to pay for the discombrushwood and shrubbery as an ox ventured out on the West end streets ' er, he decided that safety lay only forts of those of the feminine patrons
In
fled
be
for
and
bla
life
with
.
flight
walks, through graas, Only a person to test public opinion on such a skirt
the beast following behind him. Al- of their roads "'Bo affect the extreme
who has seen them can credit the
in the length and height of heels and
of women's modes now ad though the lion
Designers
kept close in the
Quickness with which they obey any mit that crinoline or any form of unrear it made no attempt to leap the opposite limit: in the width', of
word or sign of the driver seated on
kirt
expanded sklri is dead.
upon the man.
their neck, and he has to be on the naturally,
As a matter of fact, narrow skirts
It is apparent that the only reason
not
Hlmes
believes
had
that
the
alert to guide his beast so that the will form the keynote of fashions
that street railway companies have
overhanging branches of trees will not here for the fall and winter. The de- lion made a meal on the deer he ever
thought of putting a mirror up
would have been killed to satisfy the
sweep the sportsman to the ground.
on their cars Is for the purpose of
signers say they are only Just begin- hunger cf the beast
ning to recognise the possibilities of
The animal followed him for a mile enticing their women patrons to turn
WED TWICE IN ELEVEN DAYS displaying the beauties of the female before it
In alighting.
dropped behind him and dis- the safe way
figure by tight dresses, and they now appeared In the undergrowth. .
Stairways in railway stations are
California Couple Find First Ceremony will depend on the beauty of form
It Is believed that the lion is the built with the special purpose of acrather than as hitherto ton the charm same sighted by Mrs. Kate
Is Not Legal and Hurry to Have
Harvey In commodating the woman with the
of artistic drapery.
Another Performed.
Mill Creek canyon a few weeks ago. high heels and three suit cases, but
London is also learning at last For a month calves and chickens In spite of all these precautions many
'
Santa Ana, CaL It took a clergy- something from New York, and much have disappeared from the mountain travelers trip and slide down the
man and a Justice of the peace to tie brighter colors will be worn. No one ranches, and It is believed the lion marble stairways upon their complex-Ion- .
the knot for Bert Theodore Wilkie, color will hold predominant sway the is the beast that Is ravaging the
of Los Angeles, and coming season. Royal purple is disaged twenty-seveHere are a few of the complaints
of appearing, and its place is the marked
Badie Whelchel, aged twenty-two- ,
received by the claim agent of a
will
of
feature
dress
women's
be
Long Beach. The two ceremonies
railroad with headquarters in this
KILL SQUIRRELS
IN J3R0VES
were performed eleven days apart taken by vivid colors.
city, which are said to be typical:
The leading materials to be used
The second was made necessary be"High heel caught while getting' on
will be rich velvet, with costly
Woods in Four Kentucky Counties
cause the first lacked legality.
knees and nose skinned."
car;
trimembellishments
and
fur
The license was issued by the coun
Fairly Alive With Little Animals
walking down entrance
"Tripped
Prove They Migrate.
ty clerk of this county July 19. Wil mings. Fashionable dresses will be in
stairs; wore hobble skirt."
kie did not know that a marriage every way the most expensive ever
"Fell, whirling about to say 'good-by- ';
license can be used only in the coun- yet devised.
Glasgow. Ky. "Squirrel on toast is
high heel caught in skirt"
banishment
has
been'deComplete
the menu being enjoyed by people in
ty in which it is issued. On that
one railroad man expressed itr
As
of
black, but this section who are willing to arise
point the Rev. Robert Renison, rector clared against the vogue
to design their
of St. Mark's Episcopal church of Los black and white will hold Its own, es- - j early and make a trip to some nearby "We are not supposed
we are held responsible
but
In the season. 'Some woodiand.
gowns,
later
Wilkie.
as
as
was
peclally'
ignorant
Angeles,
For the first time in a dozen years afterwards."
Mr. Renison performed the ceremony modistes are producing exquisite models of this style.
the residents of Barren, Cumberland,
In Los Angeles county.
Metcalf and Monroe counties are en- - URGE LASH FOR MEN FLIRTS
Wilkie and his bride had no doubt
that they were as thoroughly married HUNTING SHARKS NEAR MAINE Joyirg squirrel In abundance; and, by
as any couple could be and they knew
the way, this settles the question of
PoIndignant Baltimore Mother Asks
no different until they learned that
squirrels migrating.'
Action
Drastic
to
Take
Against
lice
Denizens
of
Three
the
Deep
Large
A few weeks ago it was next to imthe recorder of Los Angeles county
Those Who Wink ct Girls.
Were Captured by Several
had refused to record the certificate.
to find a squirrel in any of
possible
Used Wire Cable.
docuseized
Wilkie
the
the counties mentioned, and now they
Hearing that,
Baltimore, Md. Let those men who
ment and with Miss Whelchel took the
are so plentiful that an amateur can
a girl a wink or nod in the
ils
of
a
Philadelphia.-Detagive
thrilling kill Several la a short time.
'
first car for Santa Ana, and on their
beware! Marshal Farnan Is
streets
of
off
in
coast
the
hunt
Maine,
arrival were married by A. B. Cox, Jus shark
The woods seem alive with them.
of getting on their tralL His
which several Phlladelphians took At
thinking
tice of the peace, who wrote out
early morning and at late evening
called to a crunew certificate, glued It to the mar part are being discussed in various they can be seen perched on corn- attention having been
cities against
western
the
in
sade
coast
Bar
the
east
from
resorts
along
riage license and straightway recordstalks, taking a meal at the expense flirting, and particularly by a letter
Harbor to Newport
ed it
of the farmer, or running along the
he received from a mother declaring
In the party were A. J. Drexel Paul, fence on their
way to and from the that married men who flirt with girls
A.
Dr.
J.
Alexander
Drexel
Blddle,
In
a China Shop.
Deer
cornfield.
should be Jailed, the marshal expressO'Neil of this city and
Where they came from, how long
Springfield, Mass. Running through Biddle, Doctor
ed his disapproval of flirtations on tne
summer
whose
Biddle,
Main street with a crowd of several Livingston
'
will
they
stay and where they will go
men.
hundred following, a frightened buck home is Pripsholm, North Isleboro, la a question that does not seem to part of marriedof the letter not
only
The writer
Three monster sharks were
win Maine.
deer burst through a plate-glas- s
bother the average person. "How
married men
that
dow into a department store, where captured aboard the Drexels' steam many can I get?" seems to be more reommends and flirting but
Jailed,
suggests
be arrested
which recently rehe caused havoc before he escaped yacht the Alcedo,
a cruise along the coast absorbing Just now.
the whipping post would be good
from
that
turned
scatwindow
out
the
and
by Jumping
The party started out
for them. - The marshal declares that
tering the crowd with bis hoofs and of Africa.
were
for
Nude
well
Clothes
and
it Is not only the young "Johnnies"
the
in
Hen.
morning
early
antlers. A doe which had accompaY.
N.
who
The
flirt, but many married men in
sea
to
before
dawn.
out
home
of
the
Saratoga,
nied' the buck across the Connecticut
Hooks were baited with large chunks wonderful fish and game may be Wln-ste- their forties.
'river sought refuge In a stable, but
Conn., but Saratoga has a hen
"Some old men are as bad as the
was kicked by a horse so severely of meat and thrown over the side of
wears
clothes.
Her
ones," commented the marshal
that
name
Jenla
afloat
with
cork.
young
the
kept
being
was
to
yacht
warden
compelled
that a game
and she lives on the Williams The writer of the letter says that she
attacked
bait
the
sharks
and
nie,
The
shoot It
broke the lines, Wire cable was then farm. Jennie was born without the is sure that Marshal Farnan is too
"and three big sharks were sign of a feather, and as she grew good a man to deceive his wife and
substituted
Miles.
Eggs Laid for 1,900
to henhood not a vestige of covering flirt and the marshal agree with
captured.
quickly
C.
Middletown, Conn., Mr. and Mrs.
her.
appeared.
Recently the hired man
'
W. Klrkham, Jr., and their four chilticed Jennie shivering In a corner. He
Him.
Fall
Kills
here
arrived
wagon,
by
dren have Just
Idea. The hen was measured
Yale Athlete I Coalman.
San Francisco, Cat John Hays. a had ansuitcompleting a trip of 1.900 miles from
- aDd DOW ,he wears a nat- for
New
Haven, Conn. Bernard S. Tom-meran
in
ladder
expert
scaling
fireman,
Staples, Minn., which they left on June work, who had dropped from high ty gray uniform with buttons down
Yale baseball pitcher, graduate
28. Seventeen Minnesota chickens,
athlete, is driving a coal
Into a life net scores of the front and holes for her wings. and
carried In a small , coop under the buildings
Once the laughing stock of the flock, teaia today, making deliveries as an
a
off
fence
three
feet
fell
high
times,
now the envy of all the barn- employe. He wishes to learn the coal
jwagon, were bale and hearty, having
and fractured his skulL He probably she la
laid their usual average of eggs all I will die.
yard population.
business "from the bottom up."

Chlera ,n
"glon
hunt was to be. The
Unent wa, keen to the Eng-Us- h
prince, but not lest so to the

,

Small Colorado Woman, 1C6 Years Old, DeEa- clares She Does Not Mean to Begin
Killing Herself Now.

Lenox, Mas-,- .
Heir to $50,000,000
and an estate la the Berkshire scarcely rivaled by any country home In
the land, George Westlnghous. Jr
son of the
inventor, is now
preparing to move, with his bride, to
a small farm, to enjoy the pleasures
of the simple life as embodied la
farming."
Already he has bought an estatt
that overlooks the golf links of th
Golf club of Lee, Just south of Lenox,
where his father's country home it
located, and with the departure of th
present occupant, the date of whoM
moving Is expected to be the first ol
next month, it is believed that he and
his English bride, who. was Miss Vio
let Evelyn Brocklebank, daughter oi
Sir Thomas and Lady Brocklebank,
will move from the estate of from 60C
to 600 acres, named Ersklne Park, to
the far humbler place some few mllei
away in the Berkshire, and take up
what will mean for him a simple Ufa
Already he is supposed, however, to
have laid plans to emulate on the few
acres of his new estate the gorgeoui
gardens, the elaborate fruit and veg
etable growths that have featured th
parental estate, but on a smaller scale,
and without the wonderful fountains,
the great palace of a house and th
other evidences of luxury of which he
has been accustomed.
The farm which Mr. Westlnghouse
has purchased Is a small one and has
been occupied this summer by rest
dents of New York, It is a typical
"summer resident" farm, beautifully
laid out. far enough from town to be
a real farm, and yet relying on the
"summer visitor Income" more than
on Its crops. It stands some 60 yards
back from the highway, shaded by elm
and maple trees, and la more a buuga
low than either a farmhouse or a man
A shady orchard screens mosl
slon.
of the house from view, while the
orchards and fields that comprise lbs
rest of the estate are scarcely dia
cernlble.

London. Some one has been play-Ir- s
a Joke on Aviator Grahame-Whitwho is now in the United States.
A group of members of Parliament
calling themselvee the Parliamentary
committee of aerial defense, organ-lxe- d
a big demonstration of flying at
Grahame-White'-s
aerodrome at Hen-doArthur Ducroa. M. P.. and Grahame-White
arranged that First Lord
of the Admiralty McKenna should
take a passenger flight with Grahame-Whit- e.
Arthur James Balfour also
took a trip.
Some weeks later a practical Joker
r
got some business
printed.
r.1th the heading "Grahame-Whlt- e
Aviation Company," and on it sent a
bill to the government for $150 $7$
for McKenna's trip and $75 for Bali
four's,
As the war office Is the only department concerned with airships, the bill
was handed over to them. There it
was duly initialed by about 20 different clerks, and after some weeka was
passed on to the "Army Aircraft Factory." The aircraft factory considered
the bill with due solemnity and return,
ed It to the war office, saying they
knew nothing about passenger flights
by politicians. The bill then wandered for a while through the various departments of the war office till it got
back to an official who was sufficiently
alert to return it to the Graham e-White firm and ask what It meant
Apparently the war office had no
great objection to paying for McKenna's Joy ride at the Nation's expense,
but stuck at paying for the leader of
the opposition as. well.
Grahame-White'- s
manager Immediately wrote that It was not one of
their bills. Now the war' office is endeavoring to find out who has been
trying to pull Its leg. and the Gra
hame-Whlt- e
people are trying to explain that they are not In the habit
of charging guests for their entertainment.
It would have been funnier still If
the war office had paid up and the
Grahame-Whlt- e
had
representatives
returned the money, for, though it Is
hard to get money out of the war office, It Is harder still to get It to take
back money paid in error, since the
government department never admits
making mistakes.
n.
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OAST
Chevalier Maurice De Vaudrey . , , ,
Count Pe Linleres, Minister of Police
Picard, Vaielto the Chevalier , , ,
Jaque Frochard. an Outlaw
Pierre Frochard, the cripple, his brother
'
Marquis DePreales
Dnc,ur

UFIeur.

,

,

,

,

,

Antoine
Officer of the Guard

,

, , .

i
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.

,

KT; : : ; : : : : :

Marainne, an outcast
La Frochard, the hag
Madam Girard, , .
Countess De Linieres

!

Th

..,.,,.,,

T. J. Carrigan
Charles Clary
.' Miles
McCarthy
Leightou Stark
. James O'Burrell
Rex RosselU
Frank Weed
(.. WiUStowell
Tom L Comberford
Louis Fierce

.

Adrienne Krowell
uUian Lelghton
, . ,
.v, , Vere Hamilton
MyrUeStedman
ENSEMBLE-Parlaione- rs,
Gentlemen and Ladies of the French Nobility,
Gendarmes, Soldiers, Peasants, Prisoners, Nuns, etc.
.

,

,

,

Part

i.

DIANE ELEANOR DE VAUDRY

secretly marries a man beneath her. A
child it born, Louise, the blind girl. Diane's lather kills her husband and forces her to
marry the Count de Linieres, who remaim ignorant of Louise's existence.
Louise is placed in the keeping of a peasant woman who -- has a child of her own

... . ...
.
Henriette,
Eighteen years later the peasant woman dies, and the two orphans start for Pairs.
The day they arrive in Pairs, the Marquis de Prealet notice Henriette and decides to
kidnap her.
Henriette rescues an outcast Marianne, from suicide. Henriette it abducted by
he Marquis. .'
...
Marianne, in order to escape from Jaquet Frochard, surrenders to the! Gendarmes
Louise, left alone, starts toward the river, and it saved from falling into the water
by Pierre Frochard, a brother of Jaques, La Frochard, an old woman beggar, Eve.,
with her two sons. Louise now falls into their hands.
- j
The Marquis has brought Henriette to a garden fete in honor of the Chevalier.
Henriette appeals to the Chevalier's honor to save her. In an ensuing fight de Prealet
tt killed. They start out to search for Louise.
,
-

part

ii.

;

THE COUNT DE LINIERES, now

Minister of PoEce, discovers that there is
in existence secret archives containing the histories of noble families. The Countess
tells the Chevalier of her early marriege and Chevalier tears out the incriminating page

ane bums

it.

.

.

,

Chevalier, deeply in love with Henriette, arouses the King's displeasure by
proposing to the girl. " She refuse him, and he renews his search for Louise.
Meanwhile, poor Louise, dad only in rags, is forced to sing on the
streets by Frochard. Pierre attempts to aid Louise, but is rebuffed by Jaques.
The Countess plead with Henriette not to marry the Chevalier. Henriette heart
he voice her blind sister in the street below, and attempts to rush to her, but is arrested
Louise it dragged away by Frochard.

The

snow-cover-

ed

PART III
but Marianne, the outcast; changet places with her. The
Chevaliers valet Picard, hat located Louise in the old tumbled down boat house of the
Frochardt. Ficard carries the ridingt to Henriette, while the Chevalier goet to enlist
the aid of the Count and soldiers. Henriette arrives at the Frochard, and Bnally finds
her tister, but when they attempt to leave, Jaquet bar the way. Rene has previously
determined to free Louise, and now he engages Jaques in a knife fight Jaquet it beginning to best hit weaker brother when the toldiext arrive and batter down the doors,
and the girls and Pierre are saved. ,
Frochard and Jaques are arrested. Pierre it rewarded and Louise it restored to
Henriette placed her hands in those of faithful Chevalier
her mother, the Countess.
"
and once more life takes on a golden hue.
,

HENRIETTE it exiled,

f

..
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10 CENTS

sion for many, years, was brought one discussions treating of every branch
step nearer to becoming an- - accom- of educational activity will occupy
X
WITH THE BOXERS
4 plished fact today, when the board of the attention of the teachers during
army engineer appointed to deter- the remainder of the week.
mine the most feasible route met in
this
city to prepare ita final report
Dave Deshler and Kid Mercier have
FACES SERIOUS CHARGE
war department. The Florida
to
the
Noin
to
Mass.,
box
Lawrence,
signed
N. J., Nor. 8. James A.
Xewark,
canal scheme is regarded as one of
vember i.
a
taxScab
Savage,
driver, who several
wa"Harlem'' Tommy Murphy who was the most important of all Inland
months ago ran down and killed WilIt
this
la
country.
supposed to be qute wealthy, Is said terway projects
would obviate the passage around the liam H. Stanford, an aired druggist,
to be broke.
on one of the principal street
of
The New York State Boxing com- Florida keys of all ship between the
on
was
Newark,
trial
today
placed
mission has refused to allow moving Atlantic and the gulf and would he
valuable for naval and military pur- on a charge of, manslaughter
pictures to be taken of boxing bouts.
Australian
the
poses as well as for commercial nse.
Patsy Corrlgan,
is not dead as reported
-

,

several month ago.
Oklahoma City.

He is living in

TEACHERS MEET IN DCS MOINES
Des Motaea, la. Not. 8. The anPLAN CANAL ACROSS FLORIDA
nual convention of the school teachJacksonville, FUu, Nov. 8. The ers of Iowa opened In the capital toproposed canal across the state of day with a large and representative
Florida, which ha been under discus attendance. Addresses, papers and

MILLERS MEET IN CHICAGO
and
Chicago, Nov. 8. Officer

di-

rectors of the Millers National federation met at !he Great Northern h
tel in this city today to discuss the
outlook and various other matters of
general interest to Ce milliag trade.

LAS VEGAS D.4IL.Y
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WEDNESDAY,

HERE IS SIMPLE LUNCH

SANTA FE OFFERS

DAINTY AND AMPLY SUFFICIENT

BIO PRIZES TO

LOCAL NEWS
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at the Opera Bar.

Fromage de Ca.membertTCnees
Circle Bra.nd L vi rvch Cheese

'V..
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t
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;
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Raid, Murdoch

Co.

&
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gleJss
Brick
Milwaukee

Pimento Cheese,
.

and
Domestic Swiss, America.r Cream
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IV OOD

LAND
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Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

Coal-Sa- wed

am

and Kindllnj

Wood

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National :;;B an k

'

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
Bank Building,'
fintv National
Sixth Street

'

v;

General Banking Bosiness transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Isaaea pomaatio.and Foreign Exchange.

Our Pride Fiour:

Henderson? No, you can't tell a
woman anything.
Henpeck Oh, yes, you can tell her
lots of things, but it wouldn't be wise

Chop

Bran

BARGAIN

A

and all kinds of GrainHay
ana Aiiaiia at

,

.

.

J.

DRIEpRUIT

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Stearns

PURE THINGS

TO

EAT

Phone Main

81

TRAIN
DEMONSTRATION
$50 WILL BE GIVEN

sizes

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas ' City, Nov. 8. Cattle, re
ceipts 11,000, including 1,500 southerns. Market steady to shade lower.

Native steers

f

CUT ROSES ARE FINE NOW

;

ORDERS TAKEN FOR COOKING

darning goes with
box of 6 pairs of ';

every

"Holeproof " Hose
There are no conditions!!
except that you shall put
the whole 6 pairs into use.

"i

i.

tioleproof hosiery
; !
Company j

We carry them in black,
VMuatJ in light and heavy weight.

new pair
for every pair showing a
necessity (or darning within 6 months.
Also in colors.

A

M. GREEN BERGER
Exclusive Agent

For Eighteen Cents

0 "S

"

you can have a twenty candle

power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No

odorNo dirty handsNo

chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light svnd
PoWer Co.

and heifers

etockers
bulls $3.00
4. 75; calves $4.007.00; western
steers $4.507.65; western oews

and feeders

WHITE
RED

.

-

"Korker" Glassware
Beautiful and Useful
A large assortment of 00 pieces worth up to
'
;
i
sold at'

S,

50

cents to be

10 and 15 cents
.,; ''

'

i

Come Early and Get the Choice Pieces
-

.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
'

Complete Ilome Furnishers

,

$2.757.00;

$3.

755. 85;

$2.755.00.
Hogs, receipts 17,000. Market 5 to
10 cents lower.
Bulk of sales $5.'i

6.20; heavy $6.206.35; packera
and butchers $6.156.30;
lighis
5.706.15; pigs $4.005.25.

Hams For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine JVJerino Rams
These rams ate specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
fef
They are in fine" shape for service
t ourranch since the; f'st July:'
thisiall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, 'and show them the rams.
address
For further
',

particulars

;

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemexkor, N. M,

USE OUR

"Sanitary"Bakery
SSSjSsSSSS

Goods

rpjQ

Science of y

"Baked in a sanitary oven in
a sanitary

way.''

Fresh Evmry Day

Richmond

Soiling"

Farms

lllMlll

If it fflay he termed a science
include

j

a means of presenting

mnst

the

proposition to the" greatest number
of prospective buyers. To' reach this

cass

jfl

'

I

the southwest use the

OPTIC
ANT COLUMNS

BOUCHER'S
(Til Coffee Man.)

f3
7 'I

'

-

Chatenay, Killarney Bridesmal d

All $1.25 per dozen
PERRY ONION & SON

507

:YYY,u,Y:

.V.:,

All our window sales have been very successful. This one will

PINK

Kaiserin, Killarney, Bride

ofEverything

Another Exciting Window Sale

cow

ALL COLORS

BAGS

, H ay,ward Co.

We Always llnvo tho Ccsl

absolute guarantee oi
6 months wear without
An

$5.509.00; southern
'

steers $3.756.50; southern

a

SHELLED ALMONDS
PEACHES

A

a--

617 Douglas

SHELLED PECANS

X'-'':''-

The Graaf

REGARD-

SHELLED W ALNUTS

RASPBERRIES
PRUNES all

Why bother "with them? We
will do "these satisfactorily,"
quickly and cheaply. !;
A few ' cents a piece is the;
..
.
charge.

10c per pound

Phone Main 131

LOGANBERRIES

and iron are the flat pieces,
the big and. heavy counter
panes, sheets, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
and the innumerable
small
pieces that take up so uch
time, the napkins, towels, rags
etc

Cooking Figs

Roller Mills

Just Received '

Viz:

ESSAY

Santa Fe tSation Agent D. L. Bat- chelor has received a communication
from J. F. Jarrell, publicity agent for
that railroad, regarding prizes offer
ed by the Santa Fe for the beet essays on the big demonstration train
which was run through here several
weeks ago. The Bubject of the
say is to be, "The Value of the De-montstratlon Train from "an Educa
tional Viewpoint." The 'essay writ
ers must be students regularly en
rolled. For the beet essay written
according to the requirements there
Is a prize of $50; $25 for the second
best essay and $10 for the third,
There will be five prizes of $5 each
for the essays which rank from fourth
to eighth, inclusive and $10 prizes of
$2.50 for the essays which rank from
ninth to eighteenth, inclusive. Full
'
Instructions
regarding the contest
wll be handed to the superintendent
of the schools who ia instructed to
give the lntoramtion to the Btudenta.
The superintendent of the schools
will select the best essay submitted
by pupils in his district, town or city
and send 'it to Mr. Jarrell, who has
charge of the contest Or if the su
perintendent prefers, he may name
local committee of teachers or oth
ers to pass on the essays submitted.
The essays sent by the various su
perintendents will be judged by
committee of three prominent news
paper men. The Judges are L. L.
Klenne, managing editor of the To- peka State Journal; Philip Eastman
managing editor of the Topeka Daily
Capital, and Albert MacRae, editor
of the Santa Fe Employes' Magazine.
Tho prizes will be paid Immediately
upon the report of the judges. The
contest Is open, to all students and
colleges and public school are elig
ible. It has been suggested that
detailed report of the train be omit
ted' as the newspapers of the coun;
..
; Veal' 8teak.;.
have covered this ground thorSelect a good, meaty, piece of veal try
oughly.
Pupils are expected to write
from the leg in one piece, about two
Inches thick. Fry about eight or ten their views about what the train
slices of bacon In a deep, steel or Iron shows in the way of railroad prog
frying pan; do not fry too crisp, and ress and development and the prob
when done remove thenv,an4 pour off able effect It will have In improving
the fat, leaving just enough on pan the relationship between the Santa
tolfry the veal.. .'Brown ;ih r yeal well, Fe and the public. The limit of the
on both sides. When well browned
of the essays is 1,000 words
lay on top the bacon slices and pour length
on enough boiling water to barely cov and all essays must be in by Decem
er ail; salt to taste and. add to water ber 10. Over a half million' persons
sliced three medium sized, onions. visited the train in Its extended tour
Cover , tightly ,' (use a cover with-aand the greatest interest was among
Iron on top) and let simmer slowly for the children. The contest will be an
about two hours, according to thick
ness of meat About ten minutes be- excellent chance for the school chil
fore It is done rub to a smooth paste dren to show what educational value
train proved to
In water a heaping tablespoonful of the demonstration
flour to thicken gravy.' A little left them.
over, meat gravy or. soup stock adds
richness to gravy.
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JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier.
E. D. RAYNOLDS," - HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As' t Cashier

Las Vegas

FOR

',

WHOLESALE
Anthracite

B.

SIX PAIRS FOR $1.50

--

Screened and Lump Raton CerrlUos

C OA

Chance Visitors Arrive at a
Busy Time.

ore-porti-

Cheese

-

STUDENTS

Also Has th Valuable Qualification
of Being Easy to Serve Whon

8choonmaker is local agnt
for the Northewestern Mutual Life InAlthough this lunch' Is dainty
surance company.
enough to tempt the most capricious
appetite, yet it is sufficiently satisfyFinch's Qolden Wedding Rye, aged ing to serve as t only meal between
In the wood. Direct from distillery breakfast and dinner. Hard boil as
many eggs as are necessary, allowing
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
two eggs for each plate required.
The Catholic ladles will serve When cool enough to handle remove
the shells and carefully cut each egg
Thanksgiving dinner et the armory at in half
lengthwise. Crumble all the
12 o'clock. Also give a ball, the same
yolks in a bowL add salt, pepper, papevening. Music by Mrs. Simmerson. rika, mustard to taste, and Snely
chopped cold ham or veal in the proGeorge TruJIllo was arrested yes portion of about a teaspoonf ul for
terday afternoon by Chief of Police each egg. Mix well. Then moisten
Ben Coles, on the charge" of drunk- with lemon juice and olive oil In
to suit the taste, adding
enness and is lodged in the city cool
to make a
soft,
liquid
enough
er until he has recovered , from the smooth paste. Replace thisvery
mixture
effects of his spree.
In the empty whites and arrange four
halves around a lettuce leaf on a plate.
The Ladies' Relief society of Las In the center place a generous table- Vegas wishes to acknowledge the re- spoonful of cut up radishes and cel
careful In cutting these
ceipt of a donation of $25 from the ery, being
of raddish shows some
each
that
piece
O.
C.
and
B,
Ladies' Auxiliary of the
of the bright red outside. Around the
a donation of $25 from Frank Sprin- outside of
plate, between the halves
ger in the name of Mrs. Frank
of egg, put more radishes, cut In larger pieces than those used in the center. Then put the plates In the Ice
Two carloads of the face brick for box until the sandwiches are prepared.
white
the Elks' new club house arrived this Make these of thinly sliced cheese.
with
and
bread
butter
spread
on
morning from Denver and work,
While any kind of cheese will make
the exterior of the building will be tasty sandwiches. If American cheese
begun tomorrow morning. It takes Is used it Is better to grate it and
,7C,000 of thees brick for the exterior then sprinkle It over the
buttered
of the buiuding and up to date 26,000 bread than merely to slice it. When
the sandwiches are ready to serve rehave been received.
move the plates of salad from the ice
box and over the center of each pour
Mon
Rubel Martinez was arrested
some mayonnaise dressing. Coffee or
day night by Chief of Police Ben a light beer, depending upon one's
Coles on the charge of drunkenness preferences and convictions. Is the
and released yesterday on bond. He drink to be served. And the salad is
fell oft the water wagon again yes- so satisfying that few will feel the
terday afternoon and was lodged in need of 4 sweeter course to follow.
It one has the mayonnaise dressing
Jail for the night. He will be brought
before Judge D. R. Murray tomorrow ready, this lunch can be prepared very
by systematizing the work to
morning for trial for both of the quickly
be done. If one has no mayonnaise
charges.
the salad will be Just as delicious if
the celery and radishes are marinated
in French dressing while the eggs and
sandwiches are being prepared. The
HAD TRIED IT
French dressing then should be passed
around at the table.
R.

Brand NeufcheTtercHeese
Circle
'
.,

FOR THE PURPOSE.

Always get the best at Nolette'i
barber ihop. . ...

Tit a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

8, 1911.
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WinnersOptic Classified Ads.

